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APRIL 29. 1971

Selected As A Best All Round ICantucky Community Newspaper

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

Ji

The Primary
Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County
United Press International

In Our 92nd Year

Shop

Monday, May 10, may NIIIIWIairlY insignificant to most people,
but to the average AmarierinefinPaYer it is actually a red-letter
day—or perhaps "black-letter day" is a more appropriate
description.
That's the day Mr. Average Taxpayer is in the black: He starts
working for himself then, the Chamber of Commerce of the
United States says. Until then, all of his earnings are earmarked
to pay his 1971 federal, state,and local taxes.
If more than four months seems like a long time before earnings
equal the average tax load, look at it on a daily basis, the
Chamber's tax experts point out.
The average wage earner needs to work more than one-third of
every eight-hour work day—two hours and 51 minutes, to be
exact—before his daily-Income-will be endiigli-W-Foinii lift tax
bills, the National Chamber =Mutates.
Unless our various governing* jurisdictions can learn to be
more productive or unless citizens quit demanding more services
of government, it won't be many years before half our wprk-load
is a tax-load, a National Chamber spokesman points out.
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Kopperud Named
Man of The Year'
Chamber Hears Bill
PoweltAt Banquet
the

invocatien, ej,atert
eregraM,
,Powell. Ectitor,_.st(:,
Paducah News, and former Joe Dick, the 1970 President of
Regent of Murray State the Chamber, served as ToastUniversity thrilled the mem- master and introduced E. J.
bership of the Murray Chamber Haverstock, the 1971 President.
of Commerce last night with his Haverstock extended a welcome
compliments to the community to the membership and out-ofand his challenge to do better. town guests. James L. Johnson,
Powell was speaking at the 45th Executive Secretary of the
THEVABASH CANNONBALL, made famous by a folk song of the 1880s, is shown
Annual Meeting of the Chamber Chamber introduced about
on the_elevated track in St. Louis prior to its April 30 final daily run to Detroit.
at the Waterfield Student Union twenty guests.
Only four cars. Advent of Amtrak is derailing it. The Wabash Cannonball vies inBuilding on the campus of Joe Dick gave the President's
herited by the Norfolk & Western when it merged with the Wabash Railroad, 1964,
Report for 1970, and pointed out
Murray State.
Dr. H. Kopperud
address, that 1970 had been a very good
rousing
a
In
remiriescent of the late Alben year for Murray and Calloway
Barkley, he stated that Murray County.
Specialist-Fourth Class Danny combat infantry patrol. Drinkard
andPrestonburg had the two best Mr. Dick reviewed the acG. Drinkard, grandson of Mrs. was stained when the enemy
city governments in the State. He complishments of the past year,
Lila Drinkard of Murray Route overran the bunker complex.
praised the Chamber of Com- and stated that we had been
One and of Mr. and Mrs. Harper His parents and his wife, Lana,
merce for its able and en- fortunate to continue our rapid
Swift of AIngo Route One, has who he married in December
iastic leadership. He then
By DONALD BERNS'
Manley, instructor in
held to mark the Cannon Ball's been killed in action in Vietnam. 1970, were notified of his deAh on Robertus.th
Continued on Page Nine)
The soldier, age 20, son of Mrs. Sunday, April 25. The remains the art department at Murrayxhallenged each member of the
Aboard the Wabash Cannon final departure, but some
efforts
best
their
give
to
Chamber
Branch
George
Mrs.
and
3811 (UPI) — Mrs. Charles railroad buffs were on hand
arrived at Hazel Park, Mich.. on State University, will conduct a
1496 Jewel, Ferndale, Thursday evening, April 72, and workshop on Art in Environment toward building a bigger and
Sdams was crying.
along with television camera- Drinkard,
Talking to a fellow the other day
Mich, formerly of Calloway were flown to California and at the Murray Art Guild from better community. Taking a
One car ahead, a single green men who filmed the event.)
and he said he wished that those suitcase bounced on the floor of On this ride, however, there County, was reported fatally accompanied by a military escort 2:00-5:00 p.m. Sunday afternoon, swipe at the pessimists, he stated
that the present generation was
folks from Tennessee would quit the baggage car. One' of the were many passengers. The injured on April 20.
to the Ashley, Funeral Home, May 2. Anyone interested is inprobably no better than the past,
throwing beer cans all over nation's most fabled trains, the seats were filled beyond capaci- SP-4 Drinkard was killed Hazel Park.
vited to participate.
but was equally good in every
Murray. Says he knows that local Wabash Cannon Ball,_ was ty for 28 miles of the run by a about 65 miles west of Saigon
graduated
The young man
The Murray Fire Department
respect.
people did not do it because this is nearing its final run.
a
The
make
a
a
as
will
trip
oft
field
group
serving
man
point
while
group of first-graders, many of
from Hazel Park High School in
a call to a fire at
answered
of
words
last
the
Using
Apparently
from
folks
area.
court
noting
the
to
dry
square
such
a
Mrs. Adams' husband is a whom were taking their first—
1969 and was employed as a
Dormitory,
Hall
"I'd rather serve in the Franklin
Barkley,
Tennessee drive north and buy conductor on the Cannon Ball and perhaps only—train ride.
things
advertising,
as
fixtures
the
entering
draftsman before
University,
Murray State
the
in
sit
than
Lord,
the
of
House
beer near Puryear, then drive on and has been with the tailored
or
colors,
clothing,
shapes,
Their small Illinois town is
service in July 1970. He left for
into Kentucky and drive around 48 years. The gray-haired one that no longer will have
to seat of the mighty," he urged Thursday at 11:30 p.m.
service in Vietnam on January 6 anything of interest. They are
Fire Chief Jackie Cooper said a
the town drinking their beer and grandmother wanted one last passenger rail service under
Rev. Wayne E.Todd. Secretary 1971, after a leave at his home sketch or draw and make notes everyone to work harder, even if
qualities of mattress was on fire in a vacant
the
lacked
she
or
he
throwing the cans out on our ride on the legendary midwes- the federal government's new of the Church library Departmake
they
to
like
things
on
would
three
where he was married
room and the only damage was to
leadership.
greets. We wish they would stop tern train before its scheduled
ment, Baptist Sunday Sehoel weette before leaving for over- comments on later.
Powell received a thundering the mattress The ejector was
it.
Continued on Page Nine
Board, Nashville, Tennessee, will seas.
final run.
Back at the Guild Manley will ovation at the completion of liis used to take the smoke out of the
"1 giress that Charles will
be the guest minister at the First Sp---4 Drinkard had visited
a discussion of what has address.
building.
retire now," she said softly.
Baptist Church for the month of with his grandparents and other lead
and the drawings and Max B. Hurt. President of the The dokinitory is located in the
seen
been
Our squshed finger has grown 'He's been dedicated to his
May.
relatives in Murray and Calloway
from this field trip. Murray-Calloway County In- mplex on North 15th Street and
back together real well. It's still work, and I've been dedicated
Brother Todd has supplied the County last summer before en- ideas coming
will finish up with dustrial Foundation, gave the is directly east of Hart Hall
workshop
The
swelled a little however from to it, too."
pulpit at the church on three tering the service. He was a
out by each
having 500 pounds laying around
previous occasions, and will be in member of the Calvary," Baptist a project carried
That one suitcase in the car
AFriday morning the
individual stemming from this
on it, but in time we feel sure this ahead was a symbol; perhaps,
charge of the morning service at Church at Hazel Park, Mich.
firemen were called to 1400
will go away and we can point of what the railroads have long
10:45 and the evening service at Survivors are his wife, Lana of discussion.
Sycamore Street where the house
with it once again. You have no argued—there simply aren't
needed are a sketch
Hazel Park, Mich; parents . Mr. Materials
graduating class of 7:30.
was reported to be on fire Upon
of a variety.
bag
idea how this small accident has enough passengers to make The third
paper
a
and
pad
congregation
the
of
Members
and
Mrs. George Branch
the Murray School of Practical
such as charcoal An anonymous caller phoned arrival it was found the fire was
interfered with our pointing passenger runs practical.
materials
of
to
public
invited
are
the
and
Drinkard of Ferndale, Mich.;
Nursing will have its comcrayons, Dr. Pete Panzera's office. in the in a tree next to the house ocability. We probably are as good
The last southbound Cannon mencement exercise Friday attend thek services, a church grandparents,
Lila sticks or pencils,
Mrs.
markers, Chemistry Department at occupied by University male
we
anybody
magic
most
colored pencils,
at pointing as
Ball pulled out of Detroit's evening, May 7, at seven thirty spokesman said.
Drinkard of Murray Route One
the in- Murray State University, about students.
media
any
or
pastels,
know.
Union Depot right on time at o'clock at the First Christian
and Mr. and Mrs. Harper Swift of
1:15 p.m. Thursday afternoon Three trucks with ten firemen
dividual
wants.
.1
6:15 a.m. with about 40 to 45 Church in Murray.
Almo Route One; three sisters.
and said that a bomb was set to and Chief Cooper answered both
made
'
Is
workshop
This
passengers aboard. The last
Marilyn of California, Bobbie and
Carroll Hubbard,
possible by a grant from the go off in the building at 1:33 p.m. calls.
Some folks can talk with their northbound train from St. Louis State Senator
Judy of Michigan;.four brothers,
comprinciple
the
be
will
Jr.
Arts Commission and The building was evacuated
Kentucky
hands in their pockets, but we was due in at 7:35 p.m.
Jerry. Ronnie Steve, and David,
speaker.
is the fourth one led by Manley. and Ormond Price, Director of
can't we have to gesticulate, ( "There were some pretty mencement
funded through
I Continued on Page Nine)
He has a B.F.A. degree from Securities, and several other
throw our hands into the air, sad faces around here. We've The school is
Development,
Manpower,
the
Rhode Island School of Design persons searched the building but
point, and otherwise emphasize seen it go in and out of this
and Training Act and ada M.F.A. degree from found no trace of the bomb.
and
with appropriate gestures.
depot for many years," said ministered by the Paducah TilghDr. Ralph Woods Is
University. He has been Classes in the building were
Syracuse
John T. Sawicki, a 60-year-old man Area Vocational School.
teaching at Murray State resumed about 45 minutes after
Admitted To Hospital
ticket agent. He said most of The students obtain their
the bomb threat was made.
We had almost forgotten how those on the train were persons
Dr. Ralph Woods, president University since 1969.
practice at the MurrayJones
Evelyn
and
Frazer
Del
children can wear you out, until "past middle age" who ap- clinical
emiritus of Murray State
County Hospital, with
afDr. James Matthai has been
our granddaughter came over parently were going for one Calloway
University, has been admitted to will be hostesses for the
affiliated.
is
school
the
which
to give the Fifth Annual
invited
ternoon.
one day this week. She got a more nostalgic ride.
the
Murray-Callovia County
graduating
sixteen
The
Alpha Chi Faculty Honor Lec(No special ceremonies were students from four Western
Hospital, according to reports
(. Continued on Page Nine)
ture, John S. Hodge, president of
Murray Art Guild
from the University.
Kentucky counties are:
303 E. Raymond Carter of the the Kentucky Alpha Chapter, at
Guild.
Art
Murray
The
Dr.
who
n
Woods,
served
years
Calloway County—Willa D.
Department of Communications
as president of Murray State. is Main Street, behind the Bank of of Murray State University Murray State University, anColson,Sharon Gassam, Deborah
nounced today.
be
again
the
to
will
open
Murray,
under intensive care at the
G. Houston, Gertha Jones,
presented the program for • Dr. Matthai will speak on "Too
Saturday
through
Monday
public
hospital.
Brenda G. Kimbro, Donna J.
members of the Kiwanis Club Many People" at the lecture at
He was admitted to the hospital from 11:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Thursday evening
Lane,
H.
Carrie
Kirk,
Rev. Ways* E. Todd
7:30 p.m. on Wednesday, May 5,
1.
May
Saturday.
starting
Wednesday afternoon.
Rosemary Ortens'and
Woman's Clubhouse.
in the lecture hall t 205S1 in the
Klines
commulity,
Concord
the
of
Chairman
''011ie C. Hall,
Watkins; Carlisle County—Leigh
Carter recited five poems: Applied Science Building.
Calloway County ASC Committee Grocery; Liberty community, Ann Hobbs, and Donna Mary
. "Hans abd Fritz"; "Finnigan to The speaker, Chairman of the
has reminded Burley tobacco Hargis Store on Highway 94; Thomas; Graves County—Lillian
Flannigan"; "Trouble in the Department of Georgraphygrowers of the importance of Brinkley community, Usrey's Bush, Danny Forester, Dianna C.
Choir"; "Casey at the Bat"; and Political Science, has degrees
voting in the Burley tobacco Grocery, I Kirksey; Swann Hobbs, and Willa Dean Travis;
"Nuni Dirrunitis"
from George Peabody College
Cash
community, Lynn Grove
Marshall County—W. Kay
referendum on May 4.
President Durwood Beatty (B. D.), Syracuse University
Chairman Hall pointed out that and Save Mart; Wadesboro Travis.
presided at the meeting. Four (M.A.). and Teacher's College,
the May 4 referendum will community.... Joe D. Hopkins The two instructors at-, the
guests from the Paris, Tenn., Columbia University (-Ed. D.
about
the
States
whether
United
Hazel,
Heights;
on
Alrno
By HELEN THOMAS
he had not made a decision
school are: Mrs. Joyce Morrison,
determine whether or not a new Grocery,
Kiwanis Club attended. They He taught • for two years at
_pres_
would
support
Peking's
entry
this issue.
type program on a poundage ciSmmunity, City Hall.
R. N., Head Instructor , and Mts. WASHINGTON (UPI)
Aubrey Northeast Louisiana State
into
the United Nations. He said- "I would just summarize it were Percy Williams,
The polls will be open from 8:00 Barbara Raymond, R. N.
basis will go into effect. He said
Knott, Sam Pillow, and Paul College before coming to Murray
he would not be "intimidated"
tat-- way," Nixon said of the Russell
that growers will have a choice of a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
State University in 1958, and he
by antiwar demonstrators in
improvement _of contact beapproving quotas on the pounhas taught a summer session at
Washington but would stick to
tween the Uaited States and
dage basis with price support, or
George Peabody College.
recent
the
win
illustraterlak
attemptinrio
of
policy
China
his
and
program
no Burley tobacco
Dr. Matthai spent two years in
Two persons were cited fpr visit of a U.S. table tennis team
a lasting peace in Indochina.
no price support.
Afghanistan as adviser to the
In a televised news confer- failure to yield the right of way to to the mainland. "What we've
"If at least two-thirds of the
Social Science Department of the
ence, the President said a more the fire truck by the Murray done is broken the ice. Now we
growers voting approve poun- Two other persons, injured M
University of Kabul under a
Thursday
Department
Police
the
at
treated
cloudy
Mostly
were
accidents,
Kentucky:
see
to
water
the
test
Vietnam
to
from
rapid
withdrawal
have
dage quotas, price supports will
The Murray High Cooral
night.
through today with occasional United States aid contract with
how keep it is."
be available on the 1971, 1972, and emergency room of the Murray. students, under the direction of advocated by his critics would
Also cited on Thursday were When he said he would like to periods of very.light rain. Chance Columbia University. He has
1973 crops of Burley tobacco," Calloway. County Hospital On Mrs. John Bowker, will present a lead to a' "very dangerous
two
for driving on suspended or travel to China, Nixon said, he of showers or thundershowers served as consultant for several
night.
Thursday
and
Thursday
and
Pacific
the
in
situation
Hall said. "If the program is
Spring C,opcert, Tuesday. May 4
license, according to was "referring only to a hope, extreme south, stecreasieg Life-Time Books and has written
voted down, no marketing quotas according to hospital officials. at 7:30 p.m'. in the Murray High would increase the dangers of revoked
Michael Hicks, age fourteen, of
cloudiness and cool tonight. articles on various subjects in
in the future." He said police citation reports.
an expectation."
war
or loan program will be in effect
School Auditorium.
-Cape
of
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Saturday fair west, partly cloudy geography' for the Book of
Street.
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who
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said
Mo.,
Girardeau,
of
lacerations
severe
for
east and cool. Lows in the mor- Knowledge and for World Book.
treated
another referendum will be held
strations in Washington for
plus the Madrigal law will he prosecuted.
the chin and multiple contusions be featured
further and one pair of pants were stolen almost two weeks. Nixon said he ning in the 40e, highs today in the He secured and directed an
to
bid
•
also
Nixon
next year."
Singers, soloists, and small enimprove American relations from his car on.Wedneefney while wanted to correct an impression 50s and 60s. Lows tonight upper NDEA Institute in Geography in
Hall said that any person who and abrasions at 8.35 a.m. on sembles.
inreported
was
He
Thursday.
with C,ommunist China,'saying It was parked at the Central from television accounts that 30s and 40$, highs Saturday in the he summer of 1965.
had a share in the 1970 crop of
Musical selections will vary
Begun in 1967 "for the purpose
"I hope and I expect to visit Shopping Center- or the Mid- "Washington is somewhat in a 60s.
Burley tobacco or its proceeds, as jured in a bicycle accident.
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tonic
at
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time
China
mainland
or
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share
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owner,
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EXTENDED.OUTLOOK
sharecropper, and is 18 years or age twenty-three. of Murray, was numbers that were recently sung ip my life, in some capacity." report filed with the
Murray State Faculty," the
at
Thursday
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am.
He said he would in a matter
older, is eligible to vote in the treated-for multiple contusions at the State Musical Festival.
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government is going to 'go otherwise clear'to partly'cloudy burn, 1968: Paul W.
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said
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and mild Lows upper 30s and 40s
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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Wabash Cannonball

Grandson Of Local
People War Victim

A.

Firemen Called
To Dormitory

Rev. Wayne E. Todd
Is Church minister

Nursing Class
Will Graduate
Friday, May 7

Bomb Scare Clears
Building At College

Dr. Matthai Is
Lecturer For
Alpha Chi

Raymond Carter Is
Kiwanis Speaker

Reminder On Referendum
Given To Burley Growers

President Says He Will Not
Be Intimidattd-ly Protesters

Two Persons Are
Treated, Hospital

ersons Are Cited
By The City Police

The Weather
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PAGE
—MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Smile restored
SILVER SPRING, Md.
(UPI) — Service with a smile:
The National Institute of
Dear Editor.
Dryckaners reports this one.
A counter girl at Duffy 's
In your editorial of April 24th, Cleaners in Sacramento, Calif.
you implied that the people who found a set of false teeth on a
voted "No” in the local option shelf where some clothing had
election did not object to the been. Next day, the firm's emillegal sale of alcohol. Many of us ployees began asking quietly of
do object to the illegal sale, but customers if they knew of anyjust because we have an evil one who had lost his dentures.
already with us does not mean Finally a toothless gentleman
that we should vote to enlarge it, walked in to pick up his
or attempt to make it more clothes. No one had to ask
respectable by making it legal him. The cleaners simply
and putting it in "nice stores with handed him the teeth. They
neon signs". Two wrongs do not fitted and he walked out with a
make a right.
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Ten Years Ago Today

•

..4e'
freil.-0
ropkts1

TIMM FILM

Miss Donna Grogan, Calloway County 4-H delegate, is pictured
with other Kentucky delegates at the National 4-H Conference in

Washington. They are pictured with U. S. Senator Thiirston B.
Morton from Kentucky.
Ronnie L. Moubray is stationed at Fort Knox. He is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Eulice Moubray.
Scouts from Troop 45 and Explorers from Post 45 were among
the more than 3,000 Scouts who participated in the giant Scout-0Rama held in Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Ezell of Murray Route One Etr! the parents
of a baby girl, Jo Ann, born April 29 at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

,

20 Years Ago Today

4

'v-*

LEDGER•TIMES FDA

As to your suggestion that if the
Dry League "is honest in IM
convictions that the sale o
alcohol is bad, legal or illegal"
then they should be a leading
force in the community to rid the
county of illegal whiskey too.
you heard Mr. Wayne Williams,
the very capable chairman of the
Dry League, as he spoke on the
radio following the election, you
know that is exactly what the Dry
League intends to do. If an enterprising editor such as you, and
our local officials will cooperate,
and show that you too want what
is best for Murray, then we will
have a nice place to call home
and to raise our children.
Remember, almost two thirds of
the voters in Murray did vote
against. making our town any
ASIA
wetter than it already is, and the
leaders of the "wet" voters said
they too, were very much interested in getting rid of the
bootleggers and reducing the
number of drunken drivers on our
highways, so I'm sure they too
will cooperate and help us
achieve our desired goal.
We wish to thank you for the
statement that the vote was due_
largely to the determined and
Wasp in Your ar
vigorous efforts of the Calloway
Myrtle was driving a neighhoi County Dry League. The League
hi the market when a wasp flew is happy to accept the credit.

i
lt

ooPs

t

One thing that politicians soon learn when they
come to Washington is that in national politics you
cannot be true to your friends all of the time. Ask
any man who has lived in the White House.
"Politics is the doctrine
of the attainable."

—Otto Von Bismarck

t:

Bible Thoughtfor Today
BM when Jesus beard that, be said unto them, They that be
wink need not a physician, but they that are sick.—Matthew 9: 12.
Jesus came to sive the sinners, not the saints. Have you helped
a sinner today?
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

PARKER FORD INC.
753-5273
Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

roadside ditch...,

TOP THIS FISH STORY

The neighhor. injured, lost nc •
linic in suing for damage,

m

Birthday of
KARL FRIEDRICH GAUSS

177 - 1855
German Mathematician
Astronomer and Scientiat

TUE.
N uu ENDS
MAY 11

Fvisio.

. Utah

irti‘ 7M/11/$'4Val
(

—Bob Little

SPRING IS
Spring is
Mother Nature
kissing
blushing flowers.

;ALEM GIN El A
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
U.S. 641 NORTH,

Scoring Is

'753-6333

ADULTS
ALL SHOWS

Look At
This . . .

99

Spring IS

the morning
of earth

THE GOOD OLD
DAYS ARE BACK!

Now the adult admission
price for ALL SHOWS at
SALEM CINEMA I & Ills 99'1
Plan To See Many 1st
Run Movies At This
Unheard Of Price...
Just 991
'It
Fri. 7:30& 930
Sat & Sun cost from 2:00

Fri. 3:30, 7:45, 9:15
Sat & Sun coat from 2:15
OMOINAL AUTNINTIE

Asti b),Lils
Them The,'
vivxm •

NO ONE

ADMITTED UNDER.

MAN AND
WIFE
OCartIRS
WivEs
A FRANKOVICH
PROOATION

1111411r

a loving mother
touching
her children.

•a

_Education film In Graphi
irdetail for Married Adults!

Spring is
the unwrapping
of
the gift
of life.

:Thomas0.Perkins

flown

Finding him liable, court said:
se -The presence of a very young
child 00 the shoulder of a high.
way is. in itself, a danger signal.-

THE WIND
by Diane Clark

unesia
prE
-"3
1
• Finw
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•

Published in the
e March issue Of the

es!

Year

We

ve

•
)ia ne attended the University School(high school) for two year'q
s now a Freshman at Marshan University, Huntington. W

115 5 4.r
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02 110111101111~11401111
Children's Movie

LATE SHOW

Sat.
11:30 p.m.

Fri. a

RM.*, NORA', ROPES( h,S

"DRACULA
FROM THE HILLS OF
'TOBACCO ROODY'
HAS RISEN
FROM THE
GRAVE" 1101/T
-31- TECHNICOLOR* FROM
EMW
WARNER BROS SEVEN
HARRY NOVA*
PRESENTS

II

ARTS W

TS ONET

A BOXOFTICE NTERNATIONAL PICTURE

ATV11

fi

L

I

1 I.

U

at 7:20 & 9:55 Nitely— Plus 1.30 Sat
i

Iff)

...the herbicide
that controls the
10 Most Unwanted
soybean weeds.

,

The incredible attack on Pearl Harbor as told
from both the American and Japanese sides.

•

....
Open 6:45—Start 8:00
Adults $1.25 - C3d1dren Fr-,..'

MURRAY

D'N.vE scApailte

TON1TE a SAT.

UNIROYAL

Lynn Grove'
Seed Mill
Lynn Grove, Ky.

Catch
them
bOth
411.6°~04101101~0001~notell

* SUN. thril WED. *

POOL OFFICE EQUIPMENT'
and SUPPLIE
41111W1111111111111111111

isem we.

Noinf ETuNEDS

during the months of
May, June, July and August

Seta Club Journal
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WE WILL BE

So I will stay here on the ground
I'll stay.'down here below,
And pity the poor, howling wind
As round me he does blow.
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NOTICE

But his free life does have its faults
Since no one him can see,
He's always all alone up there,
Not a friend has he
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Sincerely,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Harell
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The wind, he blo'u " d whistles past,
And not a care has he
Why, no one can ever catch him
Since no one him can see
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Dad said that pollution being what it is he couldn't understand
why anyone would add to it by burning anything. He said, for
example, that people were burning their draft cards and birth
certificates. "The air is polluted enough as it is," he said. "Don't
make sense to add to it, he added. This is double true when you.
.
burn something that doesn't matter,"
Dad didn't go to school long but he learned a powerful lot while
he was there. He said he learned that you can't destroy or create
matter (anything),just change it. He said that all you could do by
burning paper is make it blacker. Dad explained that if you
wanted to change something you had to do a lot more than just
burn it.
Now,this is too heavy thinking for me so I changed the subject
"An)holly
panics at the
to fishing. I told Dad about finding a bottle with-a little mountain
wheel- she said in cmirt. "has
spirit stW in it. I didn't want to pollute the lake so I poured it in my 'no business driving at all. A dray.
minnow bucket. Those minnows had been looking awfully er has to he ahle to keep cool in
depressed. Right off they got excited and started fighting and .1 Pinch.However. the court disagreed.
banging their heads against the sides of the bucket. I finally got
The judge said Myrtle could not
one out, after getting bit, and put him on the hook. The line hit the
Ise held liable for reacting the
water and took off fast. I fought for ten minutes and finally pulled .way any average driver might reup a three pound bass. And, you know what,that minnow had that act in a similar
The aced to -keen cool in a
bass by the back of the neck. I thought that was the most wonpinch- :tykes all too often in
derful thing I had ever seen,so I proceeded to tell Dad.
Dad took it all in and is.irsei like he didn't know whether to spit driving* car. As a rule, the law
will forgive ti-mistake causeby
or swallow. To make a long story short, he didn't do
either. And to urgent and unusual circumstances.
this day I don't know why he burned my fishing License.
But even in an emergency, a
Great clouds of depression have me. Here I am still little, and if driver must retant some degree of
discretion.
I go fishingwithout a license I could end up in jail.

Another motorist faced a diknolls when the car ahead of
him.stopped suddenly. 'Although
the right lane was clear, the
motorist chose to swing out to
the left—where he collided with
a car coming the other nay.
This time. the driver nas held
liable for the accident. The court
that even in an emergency.
Id have had enough judghe s
ment
ake the right lane.
Nor Is a motorist excused by
an emerge cy that he himself ha,
created l another case, a small
hoy was struck down when hc
soddenly dashed from the shoulder of a highway intii the path of
an oncoming car.
When the motorist was sued
for damages. he protested that he
had been unable to stop in time.
But at the court hearing, these
l'unher facts came to
,
II that the boy had been facing away from the Car:
2) that he had been in plain
sight of the driver for a considerable tit*: and
3) that the driver had neither
slowed
nor sounded his
horn as he approached.
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Deaths reported are Naomi Ruth Robefts, age three, due to
'dental poisoning, and Mrs. Claude Kemp, age 63.
Rev. Henry Franklin Paschall, pastor of the Hazel Baptist
:Church, bas accepted a call as pastor of the First Baptist Church,
wling Green.
George E. Overbey and M. 0. Wrather have been appointed to
on special committees of the Kentueky- Highway Safety
erence by Cove. Lawrence Weatherby.
Pvt. Joe P. Andes sun and Pvt. James L. Smith will graduate
m the Medical Replacement Training Center at Brooke Army
' edical Center, Fort Sam Houston, Texas.
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Sellout Reported For
Opening Game In ABA

Major League
Leiters
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185.5
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nd Scientist
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LA Downs Pittsburgh,
Reds Edge San Diego

Leading Batters
National League
G. AB R. H. Pet,
SALT LAKE CITY i UPI }- kill them.
Garr, Atl
20 85 15 35 .412
Utah Stars' fans have respond23 91 13 34 .374
Kentucky will probably back Torre, Stl,
By VITO STELLINO
gave the Giants the triumph. traded by the Mets because he
ed to their team's American up Issel with Jim Ligon and Staub, Mtl
14 54 11 20 370
UPI Sports Writer
Atlanta starter Pat Jarvis was one of the guys knocking
and
Basketball Association Western Cincy Powell at forwards
16 47 6 17 362
Mota, LA
felt
Dodgers
Angeles
The Los
12 innings of eight-hit
pitched
Division crown by insuring the Darel Carrier and Louis Dam- Milian, Atl
20 81 5 29 358
all along that an off-season
before giving way to Hodges, sparked a three-run
ball
one-year-old club of a sellout in pier at guards. They also have Strgll, Pit
19 71 16 25 .352
trade was going to make them
Upshaw. Don McMahon, 41, rally in the ninth inning that
their first game of the ABA a strong bench in Les Hunter Davis, LA
22 83 13 29 349 BALTIMORE (UPI) - The again have to go it alone
a pennant winner in 1971.
is
who
against
Alcindor,
Lew
wind
the third of four Giant carried Montreal past Chicago.
was
championship Monday.
Mays, SF
19 69 13 24 .348 Milwaukee Bucks hope to
and Walt Simon.
But it may turn out to be the
and got the victory in Swoboda tripled in the tying
pitchers
The Stars get the hornecourt
17 69 12 24 348 up their third year In the seven Inches taller.
As for reserves, Utah can Cash, Pit
trade for Al Downing-and not
run and then scored the
relief.
edge as
18 75 20 26 .347 National Basketball Association ''With Alcindor in there,"
they
open
the match anybody in the league Bonds, SF
will
Allen
Richie
for
the one
winning run on Johnny BateAmerican League
championship playoffs against with Ron Boone and George
tonight by matching a ,,record said Guard Earl Monroe, make the difference for the
The New York Mets suddenly man's single.
the Eastern Division Kentucky Stone. Boone helped ignite a
G. AB R. H. Pct. achieved only once in NBA 1"we're just going to have to hit
Dogers in their bid for their are starting to show their 1969
Colonels in the best-of-seven third quarter rally Wednesday Oliva, Min
18 73 15 29 .397 history-winning the league from the outside."
first pennant since Sandy form again. They blanked the Pete Rose, Ty Cline and Lee
29
scored
who
Bcb
Dandridge,
final round.
night that carried the stars McCrw, Was 16 39 13 15 .385 title in four straight games.
May collected three hits each
Koufax retired in 1966.
Cardinals to complete a four17 66 11 25 379 "I expect to win it Friday," points Wednesday after the
Officials at Salt Lake's salt past Indiana.
Murcr, NY
Cincinnati swept itsaithree
as
to
Kosco
Andy
of
swap
The
Palace Coliseum report a
Ystrzsk, Bos 18 65 19 23 .354 predicted Oscar Robertson. who Bullets used a variety of tricks Milwaukee for Downing this game sweep. Manager Gil game series with San Diego.
Hodges' two-platooning system,
McKnny, Chi 16 37 1 13 .351 has been waiting 11 years to to hold Robertson and Alcindor
greater ticket demand for the
spring received little notice but which was criticized last year But the most significant thing
15 60 18 21 .350 play on his first championship to a total of 43 points, feels the
Bufrd, Bal
first two games than they've
Reds was that Wayne
into the
when the Mets came in third, for the
Bullets' offense is hurt by their Downing has developed
Schaal, KC
21 68 12 23 .338 team.
ever witnessed before.
pitched four-hit ball
will
Dodgers
Simpson
the
starter
fourth
worked perfectly as Donn
18 71 11 24 338
Jhnsn, Bal
A Milwaukee victory over the efforts to control Alcindor.
"They report a "capacity
if they're to overhaul the Clendenon hit a three-run before departing in the seventh
need
doesn't
basically
"Jack
Mann
Freehn, Det 18 64 8 21 328 staggering Baltimore Bullets
crowd" for Monday's first
inning and gained his first
San Francisco Giants.
American League
Unser, Wash 18 46 6 15 326 here tonight would match get rebounds," he explained, While Allen has been ailing homer. Clendenon was replac- victory of the season. Simpson
game, and a "great number of
east
Home Runs
requests" for seats at the •
Boston's four-game blitz of the "he shoots. So, they bring in and is floundering at .234, ing Ed Kranepool, who had missed the second half of
W. L. Pct. GB
Natioual League: Stargell, old Minneapolis Lakers in 1959. John Ttesvant to get some Downing pitched 7 1-3 innings of three hits and three RBIs on year and most of
second game Wednal.
12 7 .632 ... Pitt 11; Aaron, Atl 8; Bench, The odds would seem to favor rebounds and there's a scoring
Wednesday, but the move,
d the Baltimore
. Both the Star
-hit ball and Pete Mikkelsen-worked as Clendenon got two training with an ailing arm and
2
1
/
.611
7
11
"
slack
Boston
Robertson's
SD
making
Colbert,
Atl,
Cepeda,
regional
7;
their
Cut
rolonels entered
the Bucks
as
the Reds know he'll have to
9 .571 1
12
The Bullets have been unable came on to get the victory
hits.
and Bonds, SF 6.
prediction come true.
playoffs in the underdog. role, Washington
Pittsburgh
his old form if they're to
downed
regain
Dodgers
the
9 10 .474 3
peb-oit
three
in
Bucks
the
League: Oliva, The Bullets put together what to match
American
lafter both teams finished
Duke
from a poor start.
on
rebound
night
was
who
Swoboda,
Thursday
2-1
Ron.
7
4
10 .412
Lari-y
Minn 7; Powell, Bait, White, Coach Gene Shue called their games, and • Coach
second in their respective New York
Sims' run-scoring single in the,
6
.316
13
6
t
yet
Cleveland
is
best
the
says
Costello
Milwaukee
NY and Bando, Oak 5; six tied best effort of the
divisions.
ninth.
West ----with 4.
series Wednesday night and come.
. Utah won its seventh and
GB
Pct.
L.
W.
"We still haven't had a real Downing, 2-1 this season,
Runs Batted In
iding game from the defendstill lost, 107-99.
earned a starting assignment
16 8 .667' ...
National League: Stargell,
ABA champion Indiana Oakland
After that game, Guard good game in the series," he when he pitched 5 2-3 innings of
3
.545
10
California
12
said.
Pitt 26; Aaron, Atl and Mays, Kevin Loughery said, "You just
acers 108-101 Wednesday night
two-hit relief ball against San
2 SF 18; Torre, St.L and Colbert.
1
10 11 .476 4/
can't beat a team like the Costello says the bucks play Diego in his first appearance on
o capture the Western Divi- Kansas City
5
.450
11
9
road.
the
Minnesota
on
games
best
their
cent
per
17.
35
•
the
SD
with
took
Buck§
ion, and Kentucky
St. Louis 2-1 on
For Information Contact:
a 10 .445 5
"Our games on other teams," April 9. He beat
American League: Killebrew, shooting."
at with a 129417 victory over Milwaukee
start
first
his
in
nine-hitter
a
7
.350
13
Chicago
the
out
bring
Minn 20; Yastrzernski, Boa 19;4 With Gus Johnson a doubtful courts seem to
he Virginia Squires, winning
and has joinedBill Singer, Don
will best in us," he said.
e playoff in six games.
4Northrup, Det 18; Johnson and starter tonight, Wes Unself
Thursday's Results
Sutton and Claude Osteen in the
Powell, Bait and Bando, Oak
After arriving in Salt Lake Baltimore 3 Oakland 2
regular Dodger rotation.
17.
ursay afternoon, the Stars California 8 Cleveland 4
Downing blanked the Pirates
Pitching
start Chkago 5 Washington 4 •
plans to
ounced
until the eighth when Richie
Upshaw,
National
League:
rninediate workouts in prepara- Minn at Boston, ppd., raid
Hebner's third hit followed Jose
Atl 5-2; Seaver, NY 4-0;
on for their ABA showdown.
Only games scheduled)
Pagan's single and a sacrifice.
Carlton, St.L 4-1; ten tied with
t.. The team plans to go with the
mikkelsen came on and retired
Today's Probable Pitchers
lcegular season lineup against Cleveland (Mogan 0-3) at 3.
Roberto Clemente and Willie
American League: Blue, Oak
entucky, with Zelmo Beaty at Oakland (ilueA1-1), Night
By RAY AYRES
was scratched. Sole Mio ap- Stargell-both 0-for-4--to end
cNally and Palmer, Bait
renter, Red Robbins and Willie Detroit (Men) 1-31
UPI Sports Writer
at
parently hurt a leg in his stall the inning and then blanked 9,5
an.cPSiebert, Bos 4-0; Lolich,
ise will flank Beaty at California (May 2-0), Night
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI)- and trainer Woody Stephens Pirates in the ninth.
Det
4-2.
rwards and Mery Jackson I Baltimore (Dobson 1-2i at
There were strategy meetings said the colt would be unable to
In the other National League
s nd Glen-tombs will be on the Kansas City, (Hedlund 3-0),
a
all over the izackstretch ,at run in the Derby.
games, Cincinnati edged San
National League
guardline.
as
Churchill Downs today
Night
I'm afraid of 21 horses in Deigo 4-2, New York • blanked
„ East
• Stars Coach Bill Sharman Chicago (Wood 0-11 at Washtrainers and jockeys studied the the race," said trainer Johnny St. Louis 7-0, Montreal edged
IW.
GB
_Pet.
plans to use his big men, Beaty ington (Janeski 1-1), Night
post positions assigned 20 Campo whose Jim French drew Citicago 7-6 and San Francisco
and Robbins, to keep Ken- Milw. (Krausse 0-2) at New Monfreal 'r • 9t 643
horses for Saturday's $188,000 No. 11 in the richest renewal of topped Atlanta 5-2 in 13 innings.
11 1" .611
New York
tucky's Dan Issel away from York (Kline 2-1), Night
Kentucky Derby.
. America's premier turf classic. In American League games,
11 10 .524 144
the boards. To win the playoffs Minnesota (Perry 3-2) at Pittsburgh
Twenty-one horses ,were on- Campo made his statement Baltimore edged Oakland 3-2,
12 11 .522
St. Louis
Utah will have to control Issel, Boston (Peters 2-1), Night
ginally entered Thursday morn" before Sole Mio was scratched. Chicago nipped Washington 5-4
8 12 .400 4
Chicago
the ABA's regular season
tog but the field was reduced ..There are too many horses and California beat Cleveland 8Saturday's Games
6 12 .333 5
Philadelphia
leading scorer.
by one late in the day when in the race. That means a 4. The Minnesota at -Boston
Cleveland at Oakland
West
The Colonels will have some Detroit at California, night
.s. Taylor Hardin's Sole Mio change of strategy for me. No,"game was rained out.
W. L. Pct. GB
defensive problems of their Baltimore at Kansas City
I am not going to tell you what San Francisco boosted its
San Francisco 17 5 .773 ...
own. If they concentaate en Chicago at Washington, night
it will be. But I'm not going to record to 17-5 with three runs
13
442
.365
10
Angeles
Los
(Beaty, as Indiana did in the Milwaukee at New York
P.O. Box 164 - Murray, Ky.
Make any excuses for Jim in the 13th to down Atlanta.
6
•400
11 11
Houston
seventh game of 'the western Minnesota at Boston
his Run-scoring singles by' Ken
In
race.
this
in
French
9 11 .;50 7
PHONE 489-2414
Atlanta
series, Wise and Robbins could
other races he had excuses," Henderson, Tito Fuentes and
8 11 421 7us
---1Cincinnati
who
French
Jim
Upshaw
of
said
Campo
Hal Lanier off Cecil
„., 5 15 .250 11
San Diego
has raced th s year in Florida
Thursday's Results
New York and California where
New York 7 St. Louis 0
the colt won the Santa Anita
Montreal 7 Chicago Si
Derby.
To
Cincinnati 4 San Diego 2
.NEW. ORLEANS (UPI)-The "Jim French loves to fly but
Los Angeles 2 Pittsburgh 1
state of 'Texas has produced it makes me as sick as hell,"
San Fran 5 Atlanta 2, 13 inns
another quality golfer, and like said the man who was the
I Only games scheduled
most of the tour regulars fro la
leading trainerin New York
Today's Probable Pitchers
of
Pace
his
Roy
state,
at
1,2)
Philadelphia (Short
and Try Our
Longview, does not lack ctn- It will be up to jockey Angel
Chicago (Pappas 3-1)
fidence.
Cordero to carry out .fampo's
Catfish
-Fresh Ky. Lake
San Diego (Roberts 1-2) at
"I'm as confident of my battle plans but that. may be
-Country Hams and Steaks
night
1-1),
'Johnson
Pittsburgh
game as lye ester been," said difficult in the third largest
-All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
Montreal (Stoneman 2-1) at
Pace Thursday after firing a field ever to start in a
6 a m.to 10 p m , 7 days a week
St. Louis (Gibson 3-21, Night
six-under-part 66 in the first Kentucky Derby. Twenty-one,
- J.C. GALLIMORE Los Angeles )Singer 2-4) at
round of the $125,000 New horses started when Zev won in
Atlanta (Niekro 1-2), Night
Orleans Open. "I'm hitting the 1923 and chen Clyde Van Dusen
San Francisco (Marichal 3-21
ball as straight as I've ever hit scored in 1929 while a record 22
0-1),
(Merritt
Cincinnati
at
Anio.0411nr04•11.•0AINIr0
0AMP9411..04■1/. rag. 4MW
it, as accurately, and my went to the post in 1928, Reigh
Night
putting is about as good as its Count's year.
New York (McAndrew 0-1) at
been
Jim French was a 4-1 third
Houston (Griffin 0-31, Night
Pace's 66 put him one stroke choice behind the Calumet
Saturday's Games
behind first-round leaders, Lou Farm entry of Bold and Able
San Diego at Pittsburgh
Graham
and Jacky Cupit. and Eastern Fleet, favored at 5
Philadelphia at Chicago
IS MORE THAN
another Texan, and tied with to 2, and the Twist The Axenight
Louis,
St.
at
Montreal
JUST A WORD
Larry Ziegler, J.C. Snead and Impetuosity entry, second
WITH US
Los Angeles at Atlanta, night
Chi
choice at 7 to 2.
Chi Rodriguez.
San Franc at Cincinnati, night
7 We
Pace had plenty of competi- The Calumet Far entry, out
New York at Houston, night
tion because "l't golfers broke for the famed stable's eighth
par over the 7,080-yard, par-72 victory in the Kentucky Derby,
RUBBA SIGNS
PITTSBURGH !UPI) - The Lekwood Country Club course took over as favorite after the
American Basketball Associa- in the ficst round. Most of them draw for post positions.
tion pittsburgh Condors Thurs- praised the wide, flat greens Bold and Able, with Jorge
Velazquez riding, breaks from
day announced the signing ot and dry conditions.
their fourth round draft choice, ' One stroke back at 67 were the coveted No. 1 post position
Funseth, Dave Hill, Gordon and the colt has all the speed
Bubba Jones from Ashland
(Ohio* College. Jones, a 6-4 Jones, Johnny Pott, zalex necessary to take full advanguard, averageed 15.5 points Sutton, Lee Elder, Jack Lewis. tage of his lucky drawn.
Littler
and 'Kermit Eastern Fleet, with ..Eddie
per game last season for Gene
Zarley.
Maple in the saddle, will start
Ahsland.
Pretournament favorite Lee from No. 17 and trainer Reggie
Trevino, who won at Tallahas- Curniell hinted at his strategy
SMITH OUT
see last week and who fired a when he said, "He'll have to
MILWAUKEE (UPI)
hot 66 in the •Pro-AM, faltered come out of there flying."
Outfielder Bernie Smith wa:
at 74, nine strokes off the pace
Impetuosity was the unlucky
optioned Thursday by thi
in the first round.
colt who got stuck on the fat
Milwaukee Brewers to their
Billy Casper, who has won outside
Evansville farm club in the
164,820 this year to go with his
side,'it's cilx.iut as smoll as pur bug.
Trangerlg securito-,s from one
American Association in order
previous 11 million winnings, MSU Women's Tennis
• In,de, though, ii has lust Cibout
bank to another con be a costly buc,.
to make room for outfielder
complained of bursitis;in his hip Team In Match Surday
.
ness.
Se, • morn corryirg space than the
Floyd Wicker who was reactipoint and withdrew after firing
biggest domestic sed,an. (Over feoce
But in 1966, fedi-iral Armored erv
vated off the disabled list.
rhe Murray State women's
a par 36 on the back nine
os uCh Vv ,
fts back seat down I
ice. Inc. of Michigan found a way to
tennis team, 3-3 for the season,
ii co, carry
orie trip what
CU) the cost of driving.
will have a chance to avenge one
at
They bought° Volkswagen Square?WO.
of its losses when it plays Austin
COLT BASEBALL LEAGUE APPLICATION
Of
!ht
brlci to handle their non•negotiable
r,r,r1.) there
Peay at Clarksville, Sunday, May
seurfties.
e
lo,fghecl it fedrrol
2.
HAS JUST RECEIVED 2,000 GALLONS OF THE
Name
.sing a Vollr.swd.ger
4
And what better car ii6W64e.051:fAustin Peay won an earlier
Wilrle the average arinzt.red (or
the satimas stortid t"),
BEST IN FLOOR FINISHING
match at Murray 7-2. Murray has
Address.
gets only 5mpg. our Sguoreboct gets
! trp-ycom cele•ol Armored's
odd
and
twice
beaten Memphis State
tire only we will give you the
For .a
tun.
about 27.
U-T Martin this season. Other
Date of Birth
It doesr't waste time or gas
.hartAR! •
lougt s lost, IQJ9ISS
best deal ever heard-of inAcentirdl(Y.:Tof IRS
losses have been to Auburn and
••- e to oar!. Because
be.st.
tor
David Lipscomb.
Parents Signature
Special Offer call now... . "
Chris Matto has the best
singles record for the team 4-1.
Boys born between August 1, 1954 and July 31, 19 art'
Elsa Cohen is 4-2, Lynn Raque 3eligible to play in the 1971 Colt League.
800 Chestnut Street, Murray,.• Phone 753-8850
2, Cindy Almendinger 3-3, Nancy
Applications should be turned in at the Colt Lea
IT
10
at
0Field
Ramsey
League
1,
May
Colt
the
at
Porter
Linda
and
Saturday,
2-4,
Meeting
753-9999
PHON‘

Bucks Hope To Wind
Up Playoffs Tonight

tie 5
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Baseball
Standings
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MAY 11
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ALFALFA WEEVIL

Derby Field Is Cut
To Twenty Starters

MURRAY FLYING SERVICE
Phone 489-2414
EVERYTHING FURNISHED
for
$30. Per Acre
ATROZINE APPLICATION
ALSO AVAILABLE

Roy Pace
Leads At
New Orleans '

Tired of Your Own Cooking?
(ow

Murray Flying
Service

HAZEL CAFE

Ts

ONLY

PT

*

s

ir as told
Se sides.

Red Carpet
Cleaning
i
iMaintenance Co.
Specialize In Your Needs

/COMPLETE
JANITORIAL SERVICE
e/ Spring Is
Here!
Time for Cleaning.
• Window Cleaning
• Rug Cleaning
• Floor Cleaning

Theylaughed dlthe waytothebank.

TTENTIOMA,
TTENTION!

RED CARPET CLEANING
AND MAINTENANCE CO.

I

RED CARPErffEANiNG
& MAINTENANCE CO.

•
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CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN INC.
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May Wedding Planned

Mrs. Max Brandon
Owns Her Home
For Circle Meet
The Alice Waters Circle of the
WSCS of the First United
Methodist Church met Tuesday
morning, April 20 in the home of
Mrs. Max Brandon on Magnolia
Drive with Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft as
co-hostess.
The meeting was opened with
prayer by Mrs. C. B. Ford.
Mrs. W. E. Moffett, chairman,
conducted the business. Mrs. I. B.
Mayfield gave the treasurer's
report.
The group voted to give a
donation to the Red Cross.
Mrs. A. C. laFollette, vicechairman, read a letter from the
director of the Reelfoot Mission.
Due to Circumstances at the
Mission it was decided to postpone the visit there until October.
Future meetings were announced. They are: May 3,
general meeting to be at night
and films will be shown: May 5,
All member canvas dinner at the
church: May 7, World Church
Day: May _ 11, Church Women
United to have a meeting and
luncheon at Barkley Lodge.
The very timely and interesting
program was presented by Mrs.
Brandon. Her title was, "Risk
Reality—The
and
Family
Mister". She opened with an
excerpt froth "The Tender
Trap". Her closing was a poem,
"A House is Built", which she
read as a prayer.
The hostesses served delicious
refreshments to the 11 members
pres.
The date for the May meeting is
pending due to the Church
Women United luncheon falling
A) the regular meeting date.
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Grogan-Rowland Engagement

Mrs. J B. Burkeen

Pima* TSS-11117 ag 763-4141
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Friday, April 311
The Murray Woman's Club will
have a bazaar atthe club house
starting at 10:30 a.m. The public
is urged to attend.

MOTHER-DAUGHTER GARDEN

A Donkey ballgame will be
held at the Hazel Elementary
School at eight p.m., sponsored
by the school. Advanced tickets
are 50 and 75 cents and gate
tickets are 75 and $1.00.
A ''Talent Roundup" will be
held at the New Concord
Elementary School at 7:30 p.m
Admission will be 50c and 81.00
Saturday, May 1
The West Kentucky Horseman's Association will have a
horse show at the Livingston
County Riding Club at Burns at
two p.m.

a

A Fiddlers Contest will be held
at the Faxon School at eight p.m
with a chili supper to begin at
seven p.m., sponsored by the
Fawn Mothers Club.
Basketball Clinic for all ages of
boys will be held at the Murray
City Park from ten am. to 12
noon.

wow.

The results of a mother-daughter prim cam be predicted —
• closer relationahlp, more tolerance for one
another, better
health and loads of Bowers.

Miss Jennifer Reed Grogan

A rummage sale will be held at
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Reed Grogan of Frankfort announce the
Gleason Hall, North 12th and
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, JenThe engagement and approaching marriage of Miss Wanda Payne Streets, from 7:30 a.m. to nifer Reed,to
Paul Thomas Rowland,son of Mr. Paul Rowland of
June Green to Phillip M. Housden has been announced by her 12 noon, sponsored by the women Paducah
and Mrs. Ned Casey of Evansville, Ind.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Green of Kirksey Route One. Mr. pf St. Leo's Catholic Church.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. B. C.
Housden is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Eunice Housden of Hazel l
Swann and Bob Grogan, all of Murray. She attended Georgia
Route Two.
Workday will be held at the Wesleyan College, but is now a student at Murray State
Miss Green is a 1969 graduate of Calloway County High School 'Oaks Country Club with a potluck University
where she is a member of the Sigma Sigma Sigma
and is employed at Judy's Beauty Shop.
luncheon at noon.
sorority.
The groom-elect is a 1967 graduate of Calloway County High
Mr. Rowland is a student at Murray State University and is a
School and is now employed at the Murray Division of the Tappan
Parents of boys- and girls' member of the Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.
Company.
playing in the ball leagues at
The wedding will be an event of Saturday, June 5, at the First
A May wedding is planned.
Kirksey will clean tke field and United Methodist Church, Murray.
concession stand at
.m

Miss Wanda June Green

Mrs. Morgan Sisk
McNutt of Murray Route Six La Gives Program At

!BIRTHS

Church will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Sunday, Miy 2
the church.
The annual homecoming will
be held at Temple Hill United
Tuesday, May 4
Methodist Church with preaching Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order
at eleven a.m., followed by a if the Rainbow for Girls will
meet
basket dinner and singing
it the Masonic Hall at seven p.m

Members Of Nu Phi
Mu Chapter Attend
Founders' Banquet

When Mother and Daughter cooperate in
a flower
garden, the kinds of seeds they grow have tomaking
be
with
care. They must be easy-to-grow, fairly quick to chosen
and
pickable in quantity for Daughter's sake; pretty bothbloom
outdoors
and in for Mother's use and delight.
Zinnias stand high on the
list of annual flowers that fulSweet alyssum, sown as above,
fill these requirements. Range will result in masses
of tiny,
of flower sizes and colors is wonderfully fragrant,
white
wide, height of plants at bloom- flowers all summer.
ing time is, within the ultimate
Candytuft, best sown in rows,
of about 3 feet, almost infinite, will produce several
A glance in a catalog or seed flowers a season as crops of
it pops up,
display will show many van- blooms quickly
is finished
eties from which gardeners can — so plants canand
be
discarded:
choose,
more seeds planted.
Almost as wide a choice of
There are 2 kinds of candy.
plant height and flower size is tuft, each growing
a foot high
available in marigolds. Color One
low, mound-shaped
range is restricted to yellows, plants has
with gaily colored, scentoranges and browns, alone or less flowers; the other has
large
in combination, but these are spikes
of small, white, fragrant
all bright and gay and there blossoms.
will be great quantities of blosAnother possibility would be
soma. How Daughter will enjoy the so-fragrant
pinks, usually
picking them!
sold
the name of DianIf there is room in the gar- thus. under
Some
of
these
have single
den for other kinds of flowers
some double — all in
(for the garden should not be flowers,
delightful patterns of several
so large that it becomes a bur- colors,
spotted or with
den to Mother or that Daugh- a centeroften
China Doll is
ter feels lost in it) one or more a mixture"eye".
with
double flowers;
of the following will live up to Bravo a
scarlet single.
the specifications:
The
described can be
Bachelor buttons, sown by made ingarden
any area that receives
scattering seeds on top of the sun all day,
in
any soil but
soil where Sowers are to pure sand or heavy
clay. Once
bloom, produce
while, blue.
planted, it needs a minimum of
pink or rose Bowers on bushy, care and will create a bond be! or 2 foot plants, depending tween Mother and Daughter
on the variety grown.
that has few equals.

Mr. and Mrs. Joe James of
Murray Route Three are the their baby boy, weighing seven
parents of a baby girl, Cherisa pounds 12'n ounces, born or
Heather, weighing eight pounds Tuesday, April 27, at 3:07 p.m. at
"Light Many Lamps" was the
3L2 ounces, born on Tuesday, the Murray-Calloway County
Mrs. Morgan
E. Sisk,
theme of the 40th annual FounApril 27, at 3:57 p.m, at the Hospital.
secretary of Chapter M of the North Fork Baptist Church will The Delta Department of the der's' Day
Banquet of Beta
Murray -Calloway County
P.E.O. Sisterhood, and biology have a homecoming with Murray Woman's Club will meet Sigma Phi
which was held
They have another son, Mit. teacher at Calloway County High preaching at eleven a.m.
Hospital.
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with Monday night, April 26, at the
chell
B..
age 442. The father is School, gave the chapter followed by singing in the af- Mesdames Clinton
The new father is the manager
Rowlett, Biltrnore Restaurant in Union
of the Cash and Carry in Murray. employed at the Murray Divisior program Monday evening, ternoon.
Raymond Dixon, Graves Sledd, City, Tenn.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. of the Tappan Company
April 26. at the home of Mrs.
Joe Nell Rayburn, A. D. But- Those attending from the Nu
The Murray Chapter of the terworth, Mavis McCamish,
Grover W James of Murray
Alfred Lindsey, Jr..
and Phi Mu chapter of Murray were
Great
grandparen
ts
are Mrs
Route Four and Mr and Mrs.
Continuing the theme, "Culture National Secretaries Association Miss Hazel Tarry as hostesses. Mrs. Sharon Carroll, Mrs. Linda
Paul Morris of Murray Route lma McNutt and Mr. and Mrs Through Beauty," Mrs. Sisk will be installed at 2.30 p.m. at
Fain, Mrs. Joyce Houston, Mrs.
Three. Great grandparents are Rice Futrell, all of Murray, am presented her topic, "Beauties of the Murray Woman's Club The Kappa
Department of the ;Made Oliver and Miss Sherry(
Mr.
and
Mrs.
D.
R.
Burpoe
Mr. and Mrs. Will G. Parrish of
of Spring," with colorful springtime House.
Murray Woman's Club will meet Anthems.
L.
Benton. A great great grand slides
uuring the meeting, two new
Murray Route Three.
of flowers, shrubs, trees,
at
club
the
house
at
7.30
During
p.m.
with
several
evening
the
mother is Mrs. Rosie Nelson of
pledges of the Nu Phi Mu chapter
hillsides, and of children. As the The Chorus of the Music Mesdames Dan
When you cut buttons off
W. Miller, Glenn awards were presented by each were recognized. They were Mrs.
Michael Gray is the name Benton.
pictures flashed, they were ac- Department of the Murray Rogers, Dan
chapter
old garments, use a needle and
attending and those
Shipley,
and
Connie Oliver and Mrs. Joyce
chosen by M r. and Mrs. Jerry
aampanied by appropriate nature Woman's Club will have a Tommy Shirley as
thread to string them. Makes
receiving an award in the Nu Phi
hostesses.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. Koch
Houston. Mrs. Linda Fain told the for easy location of matched
ms read by Mesdames Sisk, rehearsal at the home of Mrs. Joe
chapter
Mu
were:
Mrs.
Sharon
1652 Ryan Avenue, Murray
highlights of the year for the sett when the need arises.
Dlga Freeman, L. J. Hortin, W.J. Prince, 902 South 17th Street, at
announce the birth of a baby boy
Plans for men's and women's Carroll, Girl of the Year Award. chapter also.
2:30 p.m.
Pitman and Larry Clark.
Jason Mantle, weighing sever
softball leagues at the Murray
"Spring is the time that appounds seven ounces, born or
peals to the senses, sights, The Calloway County Con- Park this summer will be made
Wednesday, April 28, at nine p.m sounds,
vation Club will hold a shoot at at a meeting at the City Hall at
and odors," stated the
at the Murray-Calloway County
seven p.m.
speaker who recently received he field at twelve noon. The
Hospital.
:lub
will
pease
birds
.he Teacher of the Year award at
to the
The Goshen United Church
The new father teaches in
he Future Teachers of America members.
Miss Kathy Lockhart was the lustrial arts at Jetton
WSCS is scheduled.to meet at the
Juniot snnual dinner at Calloway
ruest speaker at the meeting of High School, Paducah.
church at 7:30 p.m.
:7ounty High.
Monday, May 3
he Baptist Women of the Elm Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs
The Teacher of the Year closed
Ladies Steak Night will be held Groups of the CWF
grove Baptist Church held on Roy Koch and
of the First
Mr and Mrs ier spring program with a poem at the Oaks
Country Club at 6:30 Christian Church will meet as
Wednesday, April 21. at seven Wayne Morgan,
all of Mayfield ly Patience Strong, "Never p.m. Each
person is to bring her follows: I with Mrs. Clegg Austin
i'clock in the evening at the
'ease to Marvel."
own steak and other food will be at ten a.m., and II
church
with Mrs.
Do not take Spring for granted, furnished by the hostesses. The Rupert Parks at
The Murra) girl, daughter ot
two p.m.
all
the
loveliness,
charge
is
one dollar per person
Mrs Evelyn Lockhart, is a
Morning splendor, sunset gold Make reservations by May 1 with Wednesday,
student at Murray State
May 5
ind blossoms on the tree....
Mesdames Don Grogan 753-1365
University She discussed her
The Cherry Corner Baptist
Never
grow
too
dull
E.C.
wonder
to
Wallin
work as a summer missionary ir Mr. and Mrs.
753-4782, 'Bruce Church WMS will meet at the
T W Smith, 1625 it the mystery
Thomas 753-9442, or Jim Bryan church at 7:30 p.m.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
College Farm Rd Murray, while
Of the beauty of the earth, the 753-8280.
Present for the meeting werevacationin
g with Capt. Billy" sun, the stars, and the sea.
Mesdames Charles Burkeer Osburn
The Flint Baptist Church WMS
of England Air Force
At the called business session,
The Murray Woman's Club will will meet at the church
Walton
Fulkerson, Alfrec Base, Alexandria,
at 7:30
La. visited Mrs. Henry McKenzie, president, have its generat
.0/f7
/1eWilliams, Edgar Smith, Flo) Hodges
nreting at the p.m.
Gardens, Louisiana's heard regular reports
PS=
and con- club house at six -p.m. Officers
Caldwell, George Cossey, Pur fabulous
"Garden in the Forest." tinued plans for the Kentucky will
be installed and the Theta The Faxon Mothers
dam Lassiter, Luther Hendon in Western
Club will
101"11
Louisiana midway State Convention in Louisville, and Kappa
Mason Thomas, Wilbur Weston between
Departments will be meet at the church at 1:30 p.m.
4;i0100
Shreveport and Lake May 13-14. Mrs. McKenzie,
eerlemotit1all
Mrs. hostesses
Forrest Murdock, Gary Wicker Charles
on April 24.
George Hart and Mrs. Maurice
and Keys Keel
Christopher will represent Groups of the First Baptist
Church WMS will meet as
Chapter M.
Devotions were given by the follows: Kathleen Jones with
chaplain, Mrs. Pitman. Mrs. Miss Hazel Tarry
with Mrs.
Lindsey was assisted in the Stanford Andriis as leader
at 7.15
hostess duties by Mrs. F;dward p.m.; Lottie Moon with
Mrs T C.
M Nunnelee. Mayfield Members Collie at 7:30 p.m.;
Annie Armpresent other than those men- strong with Mrs. W. J.
Pitman at
tioned were Mesdames Charles 7:30 p.m. with Ora
Ray McF. Hinds, Hugh L. Oakley, John Connell and Marilyn
Lasater
C. Quertermous, Harry M. discussing the beach
ministry
Sparks, Paul W. Sturm, Hillis during the recent spring
break.
McKenzie and Mrs. Richard
Monday . . .
Kruger, Columbia, Mo
The Olga Hampton Baptist
Women of the Sinking Spring
Tuesday . . .
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DAILY SPECIAL

SIRLOIN - - - - '1.59
RIB EYE - - - - 1.49
Wednesday • FRIED CHUCK
- 89'
Thursday • CLUB STEAK - $1.59

Friday,
Saturday,
Sunday

T-BONE - - - - $1.89
Witt, The Above
• SALAD
• POTATO
• TOAST

•6

Robinson Home Is
Scene Of Nature's
Garden Club Meet

E. Fisk, Mrs. Cletus Robinson,
hostess. can help you
and Mrs. Harold Eversmeyer to
the anxiety of getover
serve on the nominating comting acquainted in new
mittee.
surroundings and make
Refreshments were served by
yeu feel at "Home
Mrs. Robinson to Mesdames Ila - Oeet Home," again.
Douglas,
Key, Walter
She-will bring gifts and
Miller, Kenton Miller, Burman
vital information from
Parker, Maude Jones, Charlie
your neighborhood busiStubblefield, and Dewey Jones,
ness and sivi: Irrades.
the latter a guest of.her sister.
Mrs. Robinson
Call

Mrs. Cletus Robinson opened
her home for the meeting of the
Nature's Palette Garden Club
held on Wednesday. April 21, at
one-thirty o'clock in. the afternoon.
. Members brought flower
arrangements Of their own choice
which were judged by Mrs.
Walter Miller who made Connia.
) Hipl in
brass. You Iran make an
structive criticism.
elegatil
Mrs. Kenton Miller, president, looking "brass- bed by loafing
presided and appointed Mrs. an ordinary wooden nor sills,.
Walter Miller,chairman. Mrs. L. gilt finish.

•

Linda Adams
elm.. 752-237$

pigyrue Mae tgogan
70.1365
1Fie Most

Famous Gasket
itte VOrid

There's no such thing as being a loser when you oe'rry
Travelers Checks instead of cash. So, come see us. And have
a carefree vacation.

PEOPLES ,BANK
MURRAY
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taco Association
Subj{ ct Of ItIquiry

23.—Ths two
..Eddyville, Ky.. Feb. 23 —Thirty. Paducah. Ky., Feb.
factions of the Republican Party in
eight men have been put to desth
which elected a
electrocution in Kentucky since McCracken Ceunty.
and delegates to
that form of capital punishment separate chairman
convention at Princeton.
was legalized by the state, Warden the di-,trict
Flirt), met in Padscalt'
weeks
two
held
John B. Chilton said today.
separOf this number 26 were negroes !act night and todey effected
organizetions.
county
ate
While
and 1,2 white men, he added.
The Thomas N. Hazelip
this number may appear to be large
officials here sal i they believed it to which was iwated at the ,Princeton
be a smaller number than that of is end Louisville convention& met liaa.
majority of the other states extent• aiy i in the county conytbouee and
elet,-d 102 co-erri!40men, one man
ing over a period of 13 years.
0114 27 counties out of the 120 iu end one woman. fint- each uf the F1
the state have had Thu death sent- urc.incts in tun cite and county. •
ence pronounced in them carried Rex Cecnelisorl web elected chairnegro, PooreF.
through to execution, records here os_ir. Dr.Rialock
A.
treasure..
Lary
the
sant
has
the opening speech was made by show, Jefferson Coanty
WIZ. J. Snook faction which was
hint Rives, prominent attorney most men to the chair, four all
stit
isiturie
dth
d
iase
ts
vtli
14:
o
i,
with
County.
Mahon
negroes.
farmer, who made a plea for
t'
ta„
n o.aoa
rd
en
a
4 ! action and an investigation of three, rankbeecond, _all thsee mvn
coin thouse and olec.et.
cowl
/he
Marion...Chrtallani
negroes.
being
far
be
so
as might
manitgement
kincink, county chairman. I
. •seary and the making of each Kenton, Shelby. Clark tind Etivid S J
Al E.
rires as might be shown to be Counties each haw bad Vito—men A. Lawrence, aecretary, and, vikI rea,nrer. This faction
g,
You,
upon
die
conamuni,ies
their
from
(led for. But he urged all through
credontsals to the
1.eil ihal ,1-.. essocianun be pre- conviction of a capital crime. 'Le ed to peeeent its
with
rved. telling the farmers that in two men executed from • Kenton etste committee immediately,
reeognilsed.
be
they
the
that
request
CarPat
and
a o0inton it offered the only real County, James Lawler
faction simousesdl it
Ivatioa for them in a financial way ney, were both white and were put The Hanelip
if the Snooe
would
credentials
its
file
day.
us
same
the
death
.'We all signed thin- contract in
Thirty•three of these men were faction does.
Snod faith and we should live up to
!V tleid Mr, Rives. "If the man- put to death upon conviction of
eent is not fulfidmg its duty, murder, three for criminal assault
Wean and should be corrected. and one for criminal assault and
Iliat •se should remember the associ• murder. Counting the persons killa lri can't be run according to the ed by the convicted men, the toll of
dyes exacted in enforcing justice of
•sof each individvai somber.
aiuglis Bell, another leading at- itta for life at'the Kentucky state
tend farm owner, took the op. penitentiary at hndyvilie has been
from Mr. Rives. Be cited 62 silica 1911.
kestal instances of alleged gross
abayagance in the association than
Mrs, H. R White returned from
*elem., and as a basis for his
1 Aloe helread several paragraphs the Nashville market Saturday.
le letter pUrporting to have
ifr rittea by Joseph Passeneen.
Despite rainy weather and roads
&teas organization director and
thief of the fleid 'servile divisi- that are still almost impaesible iota
I%fiennekatIgn*" 4 Cv41.• f tot-esoce is being delivered at Lite
ty.be,
l'ilitzw.-"at
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Millinery And Ladies' Ready- To-Wear

ing a flower
chosen with
bloom and
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A good li n e ofwell selected and reasonably
priced hats. , In addition to millinegy Lwill
'handle a small line of ready-to-wear.,

pkinaville. Ky., Feb 211.—A
c meeting of about 2,000 mem!'of the !Jerk Tobaeco Grower's
Ntive Association, who had
he snow and bad roads to
s was held this afternoon to
`.1ffaiis of the assuciation,
.(relating to various charges
.jsmanagement and recreateiri have been in circulation
nd which have been in cir• cewly , and which have
lerable discontent
E
cnairman of the Christian
real of the association, pre.nd J, M. Neblett was Acre

1
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Relieved
Johnny Cash, on learning his
weekly 'IV musical series was
cancelled, said: "1M almost

Special Programming On TV
Next Week Sparse But Varied

gill(' it's .over," and began if
personal appearance tour of
Nets Zealand and Nostralia.

Worship
Evening

En
Morning
Evening

By JACK GAYER
NEW YORK (UPI) — The
special programming on the
television networks for the new
week is sparse but varied.
CBS begins another series of
Amateur Athletic Union cham

pionships on Sunday, when ar
American Basketball AS:1068tion playoff game also is sdieduled.
ABC has a documentary spec
ial on heart disease for Thesday, and, on Saturday, a gob

Television Schedule

WSM•TV
NNLAGTV
SIX431L,
Channel 4
_ Channel 5
Cbsead•
FRIDAY 'VINING PROGRAMS
07 C•ittir ,rasts•11 vs,: vow
1
,
0zolei
a lj
efel•WW•
17
SMiews
--A-thom
Prellerser
no :Op Hien Chaparral
ba
1
311 Name el Game =GOMM
—
NSA 1116•1•4•01
2 :0 Nees at Game
Movie:
"WainIs" s.
NSA GadWebed
_.r :4 Nome el Game
Mewls
NSA=
, ca :61 Loyal Opposition
Moine
W le LWal Ooposition
WWI IllaanolOoll
:OS Newt, *mr., Spaystengs: ersor.. Sirs
ll n
Parr/ Wow
To So Aeowated .
AP :31 Tonlokt
T. We Aweageocal
Morro Sawa
I 1 1PAi
To Se .1loommood
llAerie:
toirld
4
--osno aie•we ow :
I I) WA
T .
ta =..
4
.

-as

SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
'
" USA ""
SI muse;
:*r FAZ?"
S
Tine Swam
0 Tam FeWerv
lam Ness
Twee 91011111111111
IS Mackie red Jodie Eddie .4.0
ewer
Lawawat
tmalir-A""Q"-ItWaia
Glaw•
SR
Lows
Jos-,
Pessvcavs
tlaidlor 01411Me Jeers •GOOMOVers SSW Came Celnelvers
Mk
Harlem
POO PotallOr
lapVilloola
=
10 Ai
Hoodo
Cogrenun.ts Center I MN*/ Maw*
Harp. does
termites
11 llsase=
SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
euresrican eaMSfille
.First Sato/Orr
12
American Bandstand
Twain Goma
I aIlaealmeld
Leer/ Kane
iloakelbell
sp.
Larry Kane
110/holbell
NSA HieriliOnts
we
IS =fto
easlossewl
Wrestling/
Wresdho
Swots COMO.**
Wide **Id of Satoh
Dep
br,
=
Dat 011own
,/ .0„
Wide World of Swots
laweolas iirask
masa '0 waters
Wide World of Seortt
Wielwra eras
Di
le
:
as wow IM•oanor Rawer Mold News
ishin•
SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
Untamed World
6 _:11 01=rs. :irtita„,,,,Soorts ht4=
tors to0ç,
1
:010
64,
,ab

tourney and a middle-weight
championship boxing match.
NBC has a special on Juvenile
Justice for Sunday, and finals
of the American Junior Miss
Pageant Wednesday.
Highlights itxnes EDT ):
SUNDA Y
If necessary, a National
Basketball Association playoff
game between Baltimore and
Milwaukee is on ABC at 2.
CBS broadcasts so-National'
Hockej League Stanely Cup
plapft game at 2 (teams to be
laillalleced
The jaguar of South and Central America is investigated on
"Animal World" for CBS at
5:30.
NBC preempts "The Bold
Ones" at 10 for "This Child Is
Rated X," documentary examining juvenile justice and
duldren's tights.

Morning
Evening

Morning

Evening

Morning
Evening

Morninc

Eveninc

The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.

RECOGNIZED FOR LEADERSHIP—Judy Kelso of Murray Route 7 was selected by-members of the
Home Economics Student Association at Murray State University as the outstanding member. She is
shown being congratulated by Dr. Alice Keeaecke, chairman of the home economics department,
during Honors Day ceremonks at the university, Sunday, April 85. Miss Kelso, an honor student, is
the daughter of Mr.and Mrs. Glen S. Kelso.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)
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Movie
le Movie

mission; knoseelble

My Three Wins
And*
Mary Tyler Moore
Man*.
Manni

rs :115 Mews; WOW; Sportslirees Weir ;
Perry Mason
:311 David Frost

$ports

Ill

IS Cies,d Frost

II 1

12

:31 Avenows
,W Avengers
:7

MONDAY
BC World Premier -Movie
Encore" at 9 offers "The Aquarians," starring Jose Ferrer,
Leslie Nielsen and Ricardo
Montalban in a drama about an
undersea nuclear station (RI.
- ABC's movie at 9 has "Rough
Night in Jericho," starring
Dean Martin and George Peppard in a western about a
gangster's effort to dominate a
town( R ).
TUESDAY
NBC's monthly "First Tuesday" pews-and-features program
vi the usual movie time, 9-11,'
includes a report on U.S. troops
arriving in Vietnam as fellow
GI's leave.
ABC preempts "Marcus Welby, M.D.9' at 10 for "How to
Stay Alive';. documentary narrated by Robert Young and
dealing with heart dise•se
The half-hour CBS news feature at 10 is "Southern Exposure," impressions of the American South by French photo-grapher Henri Cartier-Bresson

Lawrence Wok
Pearl Bailey
Pearl Sailer

VOW,. Lawyers
Yo,.,n9 Lawyers
To S. Anno.yed

To Ile Annomum0
Annopumd
To Se Anna/Fiscal
To Be Announced

To Bo

"East cd Sumatra"
Movie

TELEVISION SCHEMER'
WORG4
WLAC-S
NININIMIstyNDAy,

WSIX-8
onia

R I

mornini

Evening

We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do,'„Th4y decide who is really going
to run our operation.
Its a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the people
who need—and use-- our service. So we
know all about their special money needs.
Supp1iz0-D214Prnent. maintenance, extra
-help, medical bills, educational expenses.
And we know how to tailor repayment pro't' grams to their production and income.
Talk over your money needs-- any season of the year --with a seasoned money
tiro. the man at PCA.

Mornin
.

Keys Keel,

305 North 4th Street

Morning
Evening

Morning
Evening
New

MOrnins

Evenini

I

Phone
753-578

Its

Scribble
Writing
Helpful

' Worship
p.m.

Each

Worship!

8:00-5:00
• Mon. thru
Sat

Only!
TOMATO
PLANTS

mornini
Eveninc

Mornini
Eveninc

,

Saturday

Morninc
Eveninc

I morn nc
Eveninc
I
,

Murray
Nursery
Company
•-

MorninEvenim

,

Office Manager
Phone 753-5602

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

OUTSTANDING IN HOME ECONOMICS—Donna Honchul of Murray I second from right) was
recognized Sunday, April 25, as an outstanding student in home economics during the Honors Day
program at Murray State University. She is shown, along with Sherri Lochridge of Madisonville and
Mrs. Cathy A. Lassiter of HopkInsville, receiving the congratulations of Dr. Alice Koenecke,
chairman of the department. Miss Honchul, a senior, is the daughter of Delbert Honchul. An honor
graduate, she was also named to "Who's Who in American Colleges and Universities.
Photo by Wilson Woolley)
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-The trouble is," Dr. Duggms
WEDNESDAY
stated, "the child doesn't learn
If still another NBA playoff
that way. This old idea in
game is necessary, it will start
education, the idea that you're'
at 8:30, preempting regularc
going to drill it into him, has
abc progranuning.
so
much
caused
of
the
"The Johnny Cash Show" on
stereotype and unhappiness.
ABC at 9 features Glen Camp-- Actually, the child enters
bell, Tony Joe White, the Stoneclassrooth with a beautiful'the
•
mans and Henson Cargill (R).
bdeveloped language, full of
NBC preempts "Kraft Music By PATRICIA McCORMACK '
first jo) and ideas, and all the
Hall", 9-10, for finals of Ameri- NEW YORK UPI
teacher has to do is bring it out
grader
in
reading
class
thinks
ca's Junior Miss Pageant in
of a story he wants to write. He of him and associate it with its
Mobile, Ala.
scribbles diligently on paper. prined counterpart. He's alreaTHUBSEIAV
Not one letter of the alphabet is dy spoken vowels. He's already
The "Ironside" fare on NBC
. on the paper. In fact, his wrapped his tongue around
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1965's "The Battle of the Villa doesn't take his eyes from the scribble writing)."
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Fiorita," starring Ftossano paper as he reads—with great
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to the sounds is the only proper
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of
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start
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to
rk that he will quit
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runaway wife and an Italian a
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new reading revolution that reading.
A
,
composer.
TV. "Today" show in Ocalready has caught on in more
Zero Mostel, Tony Bennett than
tober. He will be replaced
500 school systems nationand Gloria Loring gre on Dean
by Frank McGee, a newswide for a simple reason: It
'Martin's NBC hour at 10 ( R ).
man for NBC
works better than anything to
date according to stringent
FRIDAY
evaluations undertaken over the
The CBS Movie at 9 screens last
several years.
1964's "The Disirderly Orderly,"
starring Jerry Lewis as a hos- At the center of this reading
'hurricane is Dr. Lydia A.
pital orderly.
"Strange Report," on NBC at Duggins,. originator of the
10 presents "Kidnap — Whose method.
Dr. Duggins IS professor of
Pretty Girl Ar
Strange
probes the abduction of the education at the University of
Bridgeport in Connecticut. For- •
daughter ot an old friend.
rnerly director of the Reading
MONDAY
Center at Columbia Teachers
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Country Journal,
"NBC's weekly baseball game College and chairman of the
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6:00
News
at 2 p.m. features St. Louis and Council on Experimental Re' It:30
Morning Watch
Real McCoys
Mets, with Washington-Min- search in Reading, she has set
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7:00 Today Show
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down her theory and technique
nesota as the backup game.
Captain Kangaroo
8:00
CBS broadcasts an ABA play- in "Developing Children's PerMike Douglas
8:30
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; 9:00 Diah's Place
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the
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All My Children
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Newlywed Game
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Secret Storm
2;00 Another World
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suiiLe.IY in Hollywood.
satellite.
The new method is based on
Edge of Night
2:30 Bright Promise
One Life
NBC'S MOVIE AT — :30 screens Dr. Duggins' contention that
Gomer Pyle
3.00 Another World
Dark Shadows
1968's "Guns For San Sebas- auditory perception is the key
GiRigan's Island
• 3:30 Star Trek
Lucy Show
tian," starring Anthony Quinn to learning to read. Here is
Movie
4:00
Dan Boone
as an 18th century Mexican where the reading revolution
West
4:30 Wild, Wild
army deserter who masquer- started because, throughout the
News
• 5:00
adv as a priest Hi
history of teaching, educators
Weather
5:7A News
have believed that basal reader
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programs endless repeating of
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Shop early
6:00 Sties. at Six
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Let's Make A Deal
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Game
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; 7:00 Laugh In
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Here's Lucy
The Reel Game
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Open 4 p.m. Tues.-Sat.
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Movie
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Doris Day
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Movie
Dick Cavett
10 30 Tonight Show
tifirtroft
We Have It—We Will Get it—QV Can't Be Had
6:30
Sunrise Semester Know Your Bible
Sego Bros.
Tom & Jerry
/Am
7:05 Farm Digest
7:15 Report
7:30 Discovery
World-Tomorrow
Penelope Pitstop
8-00 Roadrunner
Three Stooges
Carl Tipton
8:30 Hot Dog
9:00 Jambo
Johnny Quest
9:30 Herald of Truth Look Up & Live
Cattanooga Cats
10:00 This is the Life oral Roberts
Discovery
10:30 Worship
Faith For Today
Flipper
11:00
Sierra Club
Pet Set
11:30 Worship
Face the Nation
12:00 Meet the Press AAU Track & Field News Cord.
Soul of the City
12:30 Newsmakers
1:00 Movie
NBA Basketball
NHL Hockey
1:30
2400
Space
3:00
3:15
Bill Anderson
330 Bowling
Big Valley
Award Movie
4:00 Gidget
Spelldovrn
4:30 Adam-12
4:45
5:00 Comment
Reports
5:30 News
Roger Mudd
Johnny Cash
6:00 Scene at Six
Lassie
6:30 Disneyland
Hogan's Heroes
7:00
FA Sullivan
FBI
7:30 Bill Cosby
8:00 Bonanza
Glen Campbell
Movie
8:30
9:00 This
Rated X Jackie Gleason
10:00-Scene at Ten News
News
10:30
Perry Mason
Movie
11:30
The Late Show
' 12:00
News
1:00
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ROSES
Many Colors - In Plantable Pots
As Low As
$
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1.2.9

Visit Your Nursery for a complete
line of Top Quality Nursery Stock
and Bedding Plants

CATFISH

Ti

$ 1 95

Am

All You Can Eat"

WE CHALLENGE YWTO
COMPARE!!'

We welcome the opportunity to serve you "all
you can eat" at the best ices in this area. Captain's
Kitchen was' createdr the family.

MURRAY
MUFFLER

Fr

H„

Children under 6 eat FREE Catfish.

SERVICE

Bc

753-8119
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DRUG
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Scotts Grove
Worship Serlice
1100 am
Evening worShip
7'30pm

New Providence
Morning Worship
11 a.m
Evening Worship
6 30p m

Emmemiel Missionary
Morning Worship
lie m
Evening Worship
7 30 P.m

university
Morning Worsh i p
10 30a m
Evening Worship
6 00p.m.
Green Plain
Morning Worship
10,45 a.m.
Evening worship
7p.m.
West Murray
Morning Worship
10:506.m.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Union Grove
Morning Worship
10 50 cm.
Evening Worship
i
6
Seventh 8. Poplar
Worship service
10
Evening Service
6p m
New one
Morning Serv
Evening Wor

West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
First Baptist
Morning Worship
10,45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Northshle
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship
Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.in
Evening Worship
1.30P rnPoplar Springs
Ham.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6 30 pm.

end up
e people
. So we
y needs
e, extra
xpenses
ent proincome.
any seamoney

Grace Baptist
Morning Worship
10'45 a.m.
Evening Worship
7p m.
Blood River
Morning Worship
WOrShir)

I

11 a.m.

Kirksey Baptise
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
630p.m.
New Mt, Carmel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 am.
Evening Worship 6,30 p.m
Flint Baptist
Morning Worship
7
Evening Worship

'First Christian
Worship Services
10:30g.m.,7
P ra.

:00-5:00
on. thru
Sat.

Murray Christian
Worship Services 10. 45 a.m.-, p.m

.

Liberty Cumberland
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
Siam.
North Plesant Grove Sunday School
10 a m
i
Worship Service
Ila.m.
Oak Grove
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services 11 am , 7p.m.
Mount Plesant
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7VAL.
First PresbYterlon — -Church School
9 30 a.m.
Worship Service
10.45 a.m.

Brooks Chapel United
Worship services at 9.30 a m. 1st
& 2nd Sundays, 11 a.m. 3rd
Sunday, 8. 6 p m 4th Sunday.
Bethel United
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st
and 4th Sundays, 6 30 P.m. 2nd
Sunday, & 9 30 a m. 3rd Sunday
Independence United
Worship services at 7 p.m 1st 8.
3rd Sundays, II a.m 2nd Sunday,
9 30 a m 4th Sunday
Kirksey united
Morning Worship
00 a.m
Evening Worship
7 00p m.
Coldwater United
Church School
1000
Worship Service
ii 00

Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
10a m
Sunday School
St. Leo Catholic Church
Sunday Mass 8 a m . 11 a m , 4 30
pm
6:30 p.m.
Saturday Mass
Christian Science
11 am
Worship Service

VV

Jehovah's Witnesses
10 30a m
Watchtower
0 30a in.
Bible Lecture
Wayman Chapel A M.E.
Worship Services Sian' 7pm.
St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
so.isa m
Morning Worship
9:15 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
9.15 a m.
Sunday School
10 30a m
Morning Worship
Seventh Day Adventist .
10 00 a.m.
School
9 30 a m
Worship Service

Sabbath

MI MIMI

Ma

L[Iit.- 11

Five Points

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERING
Benjamin
paints

i i

kt.Lit
i

I11.:

Ph_ 753 3083

e
Complete Banking Service
Phonc
500 Main
Branch Office So 17th &

THE FAMILY FRATERNITY

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.

Shady
Mobil

Massey-Ferguson Sales and Service
Industrial Road
Phone 753 1119

.

n
MOtors
AmerIca

'VII Cain a Treas Motor Sales

is, there will your burl be slur

121

C ATP712 I /CalifMr

ome Courts
•

,I,

Phone 75.3-5209

k_ti ,Roo,

& Mrs Wm A. Jones, owners
Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
-Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph. 753-7494
lth

kentogii• fried Clitty'

7531675

Phone

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine
---

- „Grain Qiiision
E w.(halm& Sopt
11ini,-, Ellis. M;tr
is 87711
PH ,

-Your Johnson Meters Dealer
We% Peels, Service Complete Boating Supplies
at Murray Bait Co. Phone 753 3734
ME.
_ _,-- ,

DEBT

'Ll.(1C-•

Lln

4thi. and iyccarrzoic
MURRAY. 'KENTUCKY

•

'

Try Our Delicious Beet and Ham SandwichS
Call In Orders 753 7101
Sycamore at 171h

Top Quality Used Cars
!nun, 7 ,3 64.18
i'imi.N

Phone 753 2202

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop

oks

Buildings
•

Attend The Church
of
Your Choice

liewling At Its lest — Fins Feed
1415 Main Street

RESIDENTIAL

S
621 So. 4th

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

, YOUR HOST
TOM ANDREA:
Fl"-,
_ Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
- Member
Specials: Mow, Sirloin Steels - Tue., RIbeye Steak
753 3231
Wed., Ground Sirloin Thurs., Chicken - Fri., Fish
Story,., 753 6655
C.iii In Orders to 753,4419
No. 1Zth Est 641

"It's Finder Lickin' Good"

Ambassador- Hornet- Matador-Gremlin-Jeep

Ph 713 7793

Mack and Mack
AUTHORiZEDMERCURY
OUTBOARD MOTORS DEALER .
FiWelass & Alumnium Boat Repairs
,-‘
SALES& SERVICE
.
W. End Eegner's Ferry, US 48
Ph 474.7344
aurora

Br

Shirley Florist.

Colonial House Smorgaib‘rd

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.

Flowers tor All Occasions
Member F.T.D.
753 3251
502 N 4th St

Your Fes Mime Needs"
l'illiffe• 753 1933
Pdurra,s. Ks .

.,

Murray Livestock Co.
Sane Every Tuesday at I is,,m. - Ph. 753-5334

Healing
Sheet Metal - Air Conditioning
Phone 7-041117
.9th at Chestnut

ik

Free Pick -Up and Delivery

iBlock E ol S 12th

Phone .- S.3 1489

Open 4:00. a.m. South 12th Street

- •

Lovett Bros.

National Hotel Building

Ph. 753-3571

Murray

South 2nd St

Close 12:00 p.m.
Phone 7S3 9131

usie CafeS's

DISTRIBUTOR OF GULF PRODUCTS
Tites—Batteries---Accessories

(
215.13

Your Unl-Royal Tire Dealer
1105 Pogue

641 Super Shell

ur Happy Shoppng Store
SO
-All
753 3773

Carroll Tire Service

Frl and Sat.
Fresh K y Lake Catfish
Plato Lunches Daily Banquet Room Facilities
for Churches, Cuba-add All Shcial Meetings
753 3N/2
So Side Manor Shoparig Center

SERVING MURRAY &cALLOWAY
COUNTY SINCE 1950
2 way Business Radio Installation & Service
Aerotron Sales & Service
Chestnut St
Ph. 753-5191
ti- iiielancl Center

Corp.'

, 7A -N.112

,

Southside Restaurant

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

(B

Farm —.Building Lot'.
and Lake Property -- Buying - Selling -Leas
I'l,m, 77,3 7-,•/i
518 \V \tun

Wm. E..Dodson. Owner
"

I-t

Sesorsenrial - Commerc4i -

HOGS BOUGHT DAILY

Phone 753 7992

co-Operative

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

*

Bob's TV Service

West Kentucky Rural Electric

A Choice Selection of Reiishes Salads Meats
Vegetables and Desserts
—
Fast Service
Open Suntays
Hwy 641 Noit',
Phoni , 1.is .!,oil

"Far .All

Palace Drive-In

Div.

you treasure

COMMERCIAL

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy 68 at Aurora
Phone 474 2202 -

Grecian Steak House

b
Mayfield

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant .
...

•
S
s and Service
I - Tappan - Whielonni
*dm
Phone 753 30,17
II5oULh 12th

( ,i,plainents of
,
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

GARY TURNER, Field Representative
OH. Ph. 753-4377 Home Ph. 753-7736

Cloplon

.For there

/

Dunn TV tit -Appliance

No-2-7Aurray, Ky.
Ph. 7531730

No. I—Paris,Tenn
Ph 647 5851

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
Lite Insurance Society

Jas D

he Following Businesses:

I

IT,(111111

_Z

-Transmissions are our business
Not a side line

403 Maple St. -:- Murray, Kentucky

Five Points

fe____

Z

Capitol Transmission

The Businessman's Choice For Fine Printing
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I

I
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The (lard Is Yea
- tw irl, a combiner*.
for good Euery ma'.
women end child needs
the red U. ,• ot the
chinch Se, come ler
us go in,0 itt houie
of the Lord let its
supprini het ilia-gran,
struairla humor
ey Lye • feithful urea+
tr. • daily bible rood
et and ottend setutces
regularly

in Your Fu lire

in

.wit iai

1210 Main

OM SAO

eft

.

An

Free pick-up & delver"
,
V.S & H Green Stamps

Yes Is The Chard

hat hq;i1 company: What a privilege to be held in the.paim of
It-We' the strong hand
God. No man.dare trying to stand '
alone ... to wilk without
.Just as surely, no man can fail when
God is.with him:"My F
er; WITith gave them me,is greater than all;
and no mark is able to pluck-t em out of my Father's hand."
JoNn 10:29. He has.everybody in His Hand. He who would
be wise should step upon the sfrOng hand'of God this day and take- Himrlo
at his.word. He said,"My grace is sufficient.for,thee.",7
Only trust Him. Help support His cause.:Attend churchyiry week
and may the Lord ever INe with thee

..,

CLIFFORD'S GULF SERVICE

:00-5:

First Assembly Of God
Worship Services
Ia ri, , 7 30
P

Methodist

Russells Chapel United
Worship Services a19 30a m
& 3rd Sudays, 11 a.fil 2nd &
Sundays
Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a m 1st &
3rd Sundays, 7 p m 2nd 8. ith
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9 45 a m 1st
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a m 2nd & 4th
Sunday
Coles's Camp Ground
Worship Service at 11 a in 2nd
Sunday, 10 45 a m 4th Sunday

•

United, 310 lrvan Ave.
Sunday School
106 m.`
Evening Worship
7p m
United, New Concord
Sunday School
1Oars,
Worship Services II a m 7 p m
Calvary Temple
Sunday School
10 a m
Worship Services
lamm.7 30

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m
Sunday, 10 a.m 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel United
Worship Service
9:30 a.m.
South Pleasnt Grove
Morning Worship
10,45a.M.
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
Good Shepherd United
. 11 a.m.
Worship ServiCe

Temple Hill United
Worship Service lie m 1st & 3rd
Sundays', 9 30 a m 2nd & 4th
Sundays
First Methodist
WOrSh,p
8 45 & 10 50a m

Salem Baptist
Morning Worship
7
Evening Worship

Murray Church
10 a m
sunctaK,School
Worship Service
11 a m
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.

—
0

. Murray Sport & Merrine

Storey's Food Giant

Boone's incorpo rated

RCA Victor - Frigidaire - Maytag
Phone 753 1, 13
403 Maple

Complete Service Shop

Bel Air Shopping, Center

The (leaner That's Interested In You

718 Smith 4th

Kentucky Lake Oil Company

Ward-Elkins

Evinrude—Glastron T idecrafT '''
PolarKraft-,
--Starcraft—Boat Campers

Jobbers of Shell Oil Product'

Murray

ane Mayfield

ml7i7 RAY
,,.-

1.
'a

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Air Conditioning -Heat mit-Commercial Rog igeratior.
Service Through Knowledge
80.'. Chkictiiiii

Piionn 7S3 8181

Claude Vaughn

Trenholm's Drive-In
_

Henny Penny CTicken
Pizza
Spaghetti
Free Delivery on Orders of 52 00 or More
12th & Chestnut
Phont' 753 2997

gagionbing, giejorq and Air Conditioning
Serv.ce
Cornmerclai and Pes.dential -- Sales &
Repa:71 'Irsta!,,,hcm _ Gas & sew.,

.._

a,
561 N. 4th

I''''"'v 751-6168

iallaaW
all... II .fts a

.I M S I II

•1.0..,/10

I GO
SI•till

COMP/lite

Auto Repair

GEORGE DOWDY. OWNER
•

101N

7th

.

Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association

Ph 753-5165

•

Serving Farm Families .Siric0 M.
Industrial WW1
PIV4t 711•2184
.

rer.s...—.
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Student Loans: Why Almo Honor
They're Hard To Get Roll Given

National Guard To Sponsor
Summer Camps For Youngsters

For Period

students' financial problems.
By JOAN DEPPA
In many cases, the very
United Press International
Caw] Sims, 18 and black, sat programs set up to he them— The Honor Roll for the six
in a community center in economic opportunity grants, weeks period just ended at Almo
Chicago's South Side ghetto and work-audy, low-interest nation- School has been released by the
listened to the counselor outline al defer.se loans and higher- Principal, Tom Rushing, and is
possible alternatives if none of interest federally guaranteed as follows:
the nine colleges of which she loans—either have not worked
had applied came up with or become so overburdened Fourth Grade — Eddie Beach,
they do not function properly. Tommy
enough financial aid.
Boggess,
Johnna
That is why Carol had to shop Brandon,
"I've wanted to be a
Michael
Carr,
%urologist since I was in the around for a college or Charlotte Coursey, Renee EdMirth grade, but my family university not so much on the wards, Bonita Green, Laurie
can't help—not at all," the high basis of its pre-med curriculum Haley, Less Hoke, Renee Mcc
school senior saidi
as on the amount of financial Dougal, Janet Rowland, Kevin
Her tall, lahky frame aid it had left to help her Pritchett, Kim Starks, Connie
slouched in the folding chair, through school.
Taylor, Terry Tucker.
but her dark brown eyes It is why Paul, who planned Fifth Grade — Lisa Cleaver,
showed determination. She ran to take advantage of the federal Terry Cleaver, Luana Colson,
a hand over her short cropped guaranteed loan program, Rita Edwards, La Don Graham,
hair and_screpted the counse- found his bank had allocated a Susan Imes, Mark Jones, Keith
lor's suffestion that she look set amount of its funds for such Starks, Randall Starks, Trine
through eatalogues of smaller loans and decided it must give Swift, Jerry Thweatt, Edith
schools with more money top priority to the neediest Turner.
available to help minority applicants.
Sixth Grade — Cresti Bucy,
students.
Many Shut Out
Mary Ann Conner, Michael
Paul Durham, 20 and white, . Carol and Paul probably will Haley, Candy
Hargis, Gina
walked across the campus of manage to get through college Hopkins, Marilyn McKenzie,
New York University and told one way or another. Thousands Michael Murphy, Candace
how he turned down when like them may not.
Ramsey,
Carla
Ramsey,
he applied for a federally Increasingly, low-income LaDonne Roberts, Melissa
guaranteed loan in New Jersey. students are being forced to try Schroader, Renee Thompson,
Middle Income Hurt
the same route as those better Janet Thweatt,
"They decided we were not in off financially—seeking a feder- Seventh Grade —
Robin
need," he said. "Somebody in ally guaranteed bank loan— Bayles, Cindy Bennett,
Stacey
the middle upper income because their schools have Brandon, Danny Brittain,
Gena
bracket, even though all the exhausted the supply of govern- Cleaver, Sheila Edwards,
Anmoney was spent, doesn't have ment money for the other aid thony Fike,
Barbara Griffin,
a chance."
programs.
Sherry Haley, Rebecca Imes,
The journalism junior said he Such federal loans carry a 7 Rodney Jones,
Teresa Moody,
commutes from his home in per cent interest charge. The Kevin
Penick, Kim Perkins,
Tenafly, N.J., and pays for his federal gopernment, shmetimes Cindy
Rogers, Kathy Scott, Joe
tuition — recently raised to in cooperation with a state Dan
Taylor, Craig Thweatt,
$1,500 a year—from magazine agency, served. as co-signer.
Vickie Weatherford.
work he does in his spare time. Theoretically, a student can
Eighth Grade —Sharon Beach,
Carol and Paul come from borrow up to $1,500 a year,
Shirley Brandon, Craig Dowdy,
different backgrounds, financi- although many states limit him
Denise Dumas, Joe Futrell, Alan
ally and socially, but they have to $1,000 annually.
Haley, Cheryl Jackson, Patsy
problem in common. It is one If his family income is less
Kirk. Kent Letterman, Tim
y share with thousands of than $15,000 a year, the
Letterman, Mark Miller, Caron
contemporaries across the government pays the interest
Phelps, Danny Pritchett, Hazel
tion: how to pay for college. while the student is in school,
Pritchett, Sabrina Riley, Sherrie
Despite efforts Dy Congress, as well as a bonus
rale of up to Starks, Sandra Stone, Leah
federal governments state 3 per cent to make the
loan Vance,. Jean Walker, Linda
islatures, colleges, founda- more attractive to
banks. If the Zaremba.
lions and private donors during
family income is Olive $15,000,
the past decade, the supply of
the student mast make annual
financial aid has not been able
interest payments of 7 per cent
to keep pace with the needs of
while in school but stipl does not
mushrooming student enroll- begin repayment
of the princiment in economically troubled pal until after graduation.
Heflin added
Reasons for Problem
Increasing tuition, declining
HI )1 I 111414 1() (UPI)
part-time jot*, markets, the
was added to the
,pressures of inflation and "tight 1 4.1st of "The Revengers" which
:money" all have contributed to stare Bill Holden.

•••••••••••4
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TO THE VOTERS OF CALLOWAY COUNTY
•
There are various issues which we the citizens of Calloway
County must be concerned about in the next Legislative
session of our State. We need to send someone to Frankfort
who will stay awake and work for us on these issues. RAY
ROBERTS is the man who we need to elect to REPRESENT
us in the next session of Legislature.
RAY ROBERTS is in favor of helping our primary and
secondary schools by possibly redirecting some of our state
money. He is not in favor of raising property taxes for this
purpose. OR ANY OTHER PURPOSE until all other means
are exhausted. RAY ROBERTS feels that Murray State
University was done an injustice in the last legislature by the
limiting of out of state students. He is in favor of working out
a radius type arrangement which would allow us to once
again compete for the nearby out of state student

On May 25, 1971, go to the polls and vote for a true
REPRESENTAIIVE. VOTE FOR someone who is mature
enough to make decisions but is YOUNG enoue to stay
abreast of what is happening VOTE FOR RAY ROBERTS for
STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Paid for by Candidate

te

WEDDING GUEST—Virginia Commonwealth University
student Pat Foster ridep his motorcycle to the wedding
of a friend in Richmond.

The New Concord Honor Roll
for the fifth six weeks period has
been released by the Principal,
B. R. Allen and is as follows:
Third Grade—Chris Taylor, Jo
Anne Green, Cindy Brandon,
Tamra Osborn, Rhonda Housden,
Lesley Herndon, Teressa Parker
and Cindy Hutson
Fourth Grade—Kenneth McCuiston.
Fifth Grade—Mitzi Redick, Nix
Ann Osborn, Patricia McCuiston,
'Aura Jarrett, Patricia Cunningham, and Johnny Brinkley.
Sixth Grade—Cindy Williams,
Linda McCuiston, Roger Stubblefield, Ronny Stubblefield,
Ronald Gibson, and Steve McCyiston,
Seventh Grade—Linda Avery,
Rida Hicks, Judy Kimbro, and
Benny Pittman.
Eighth Grade—Jimmy McCuiston, Steve L. McCuiston, and
Kenny Hargrove.
1 he season for spring and
...unmet bugaboos is here -poison oak, ivy and sumac. If
you came into contact with
any, scrub well with soap and
water as soon as possible,
change clothing and put the
possibly "contaminated" clothing into .the washer
immediately.
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MASTER CHARGE)
--BANKAMERICARD

LONG MILER

RETREADS
• Good mileage
• Low, low prices
• Long wearing tread
built on sound body

'NUISANCE" LAW—A new
anti-pollution technique is
being tried in Birmingham,
Ala.. with State Attorney.
General 'William J. Baxley
(above) suing 13 big firms
us "nuisances-. The procedure dates way back in the
English corn mon faw.
Among firms sued are U.S.
teel, Is ripe and Founi'4.iter Co... Lone
.:
'tat Cernunt Col p.
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New Concord
Honor Roll
Is Released

RAY ROBERTS will work diligently to help our rural
firefighting units. He thinks that there could be some state
aid made available to help finance the operation of such units
as our Rescue Squad firefighting unit.
RAY ROJIERTS will fight to help get Calloway County our
fair share of roads We h'ave been neglected in the past in the
area of both superhighways and secondary roads RAY
ROBERTS will stand up for us in the fight for roads

FRIDAY—APRIL 30, 197)
Soup Feast" at their armories
located throughout the state, on
May 14. Tickets at $1 each for this
project will be available from
any Army or Air guardsman.
FRANKFORT, KY. — A new opportunity to attend camp.
youth program designed so The camps will be devoted to "In initiating this program, our
Kentucky
National Guard outdoor recreational activities to objective is to assist in providing
volunteers may work actively
Include sports, boating, swim- the youth of our state a program
with young men of Kentucky, ming, fishing, camping, hiking, of development within a
ages 13 to 16, was announced and contests. Supervision will be wholesome environment,"
Wednesday by Maj. Gen. Larry ,by volunteer guardsmen ex- General Dawson said.
C. Dawson, state Adjutant perienced in working with "Theft SAMBS will aid in theestablishment of those traits of
General.
youths.
The Guard will operate a series Funds for establishing and character, citizenship, and
of open air camps, of one week operating the camps will be physical fitness that will be
duration each, at the Kentucky raised by Kentucky National bepeficial to our youth, our state
Guard's weekend training camp Guard units •s
a "BPag_ and to our nation," he added.
located in Western Kentucky
near Greenville.
In announcing the program,
CENTRAL
General Dawson said, "What our
SHOPPING
state will be like tomorrow will to
a large extent be determined by
CENTER
the preparation of our youth
today. The Kentucky National
MURRAY
Guard should assist and support
these young Kentuckians in their
development into mature and
responsible citizens."
A minimum of three camps
for some 200 participants will be
conducted this summer. In 1972,
Easy to use.
It is planned to expand the
program for attendance of
For home, office
proximately 500 to six or
camps.
or school.
All Army and Air Gdard units
will elect and sponsor youths for
the camps providing statewide
selection. Youths to attend will be
determined with a view toward
providing this type activity to
those young men who might
otherwise not be afforded an
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MASTER TIRE SERVICE, Inc.
Murray. Kentucky

• Rugged 4-ply nylon cord (most
sizes)• Good mileage • A quality
tire at economy prices
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President
Injuries Are
Reported In
Accident Here

Federal State
144 Homes Destroyed
•••
(Continued from Page 1
(Continual from Page 1
in Tuesday Tornadoes
bucket and filled it with gravel
(Continued from Page 11
Market Report
forward."
COLUMBIA, KY. tUPI')
At
from the driveway and brought
From The
growth, in spite of a nationwide
want
"not
did
he
said
But he
least 144 homes were destroyed NEW YORK (UPI)--$tocks
recession.
the gravel to us,one at a time. We
to leave the impression that Federal State Market News
The final part of the program or damaged beyond repelr by the opened lower in heavy trading
told her it would be easier on all
those who came to demonstrate Service
today.
saw Dr. Harry Sparks, the 1969 tornadoes which roared
of us if she just brought the
Wednesday April 28, Mayfield,
were not listened to.""
normal
Profit
and
taking
south
central
Kentucky
the
bucket over, but she never did By United Press International "Man of the year", award
Mrs. Billie H. Downing of 1103
Kentucky
woul
be
that
repeated
Nixon
ininfluences
and
weekend
up
lives
evening
WASH (UPI)—Sen. Mike 1970 citation to Dr. Alvin H. night, taking nine
catch on to what we meant. We
and not set a definite date for the Farmers Livestock Markel:
were expected to weigh on the ;'airlane Drive, Murray,
suspect that she has more energy Mansfield, D-Mont., asking the Kopperud. Dr. Kopperud was juring more than 100.
3anny Michael Maynard, 316 withdrawal of all American Livestock weighed on arrival.
In Adair County, 17 homes Wan list again.
Senate for emergency legisla- selected by secret ballot on the
than we ha've.
iouth 15th Street, Murray, were forces from South Vietnam. He
beyond
the
Shortly
opening,
the
after
damaged
or
destroyed
tion to block the Amtrak part of the Chamber Memnjured in a two car collision at said it would have the effect of
repair, 12 homes had minor Dow Jones industrial average
Ate dinner over at Rudy's the takeover for seven months:
bership.
p.m. Thursday at the in- saying to the North Vietna- Cattle this week 450
1:30
Dr. Sparks said: "ladies and damage, one mobile home was was off 0.29 at 947.86. And, of .ersection of South 8th and Poplar
"The people in the heartland
Calves this week 50
other day with Ray Mofield and
mese, "We quit, regardless of
buildings 478 issues on the tape, 194
COMPARED TO LAST WEER:
Ben Rumphreys,and a little later of this country are as entitled gentlemeM,1 can think of no other destroyed, 22 farm
to the report what you do."
according
itreets,
beyond
advanced.
declined, while 135
or damaged
Slaughter cows and bulls steady,
here came Jim Byrn. We were in to railroad service as are the person that deserves tonights destroyed
the officers of the Mw-ray
The setting of a definite date,
repair, and two small business In the steel group, U.S. Steel 'tied by
calves and vealers 1.80slaughter
erudite company we'll tell you big cities on the east and west award as "Man Of The Year'.
Department.
Police
any
destroy
Nixon said, would
picked up 3a to 351
2, while
/
more than our wirmer. Perhaps, damaged.
feeder steers .50-1.00
lower,
2.00
We had quite a conversation coasts."
Incentive the other side migh
4. Jones
3
Russell County suffered 48 Armco gained 11 to 20/
there is no other man that has
lower, feeder heifers steady.
about cornbread and how good it
treated
were
persons
two
The
woul
and
negotiate
to
have
&
;Laughlin was unchanged at
WASHINGTON — President contributed so much to a com- homes destroyed or damaged
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility
is with a generous helping of
it the emergency room of the destroy the American bargain
reqair, 55 homes with 17,1.
with high yielding
21.00-23.00
butter. We lowed as how we could Nixon saying he will not be munity, and received so little beyond
County
Aurray-Calloway
,
ins position of prisoners of war
minor damage, 8 mobile homes Ford was unchanged at 66 in
individuals up to 23.75, Cutter
make a meal off of a big piece of intimidated by antiwar demon- praise and publicity for his efhad
Downing
Mrs.
iospital.
of
setting
the
"Therefore,
'e
autos. So was White Motor
forts. As is the case many times, destroyed, 107 farm buildings
19.00-21.00, Canner 17.00-19.00,
and date is not something that's
• our wife's cornbread chugged full strators:
lacerations
It 22/
2. Chrysler, however, nultiple
1
"The Congress is not intimi- we have reached outside our dytroyed or damaged beyond
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Couple
the
of
of butter.
contusions
had
Waynard
our interest; it's only in
2.
/
dated. The President is not home state, in fact we have repair, and 9 small business surrendered L4 to 311
of enemy's interest," Nixon said of Utility over 1000 lbs. 26.00.
laceration
minor
a
and
mee
to
Lfi
dipped
Union Carbide
Ray knows all about Bluebirds intimidated. This government is reached outside the Continental damaged.
SLAUGHTER CALVES AND
he ankle.
To get its POWs back, Nixon
them.about going to go forward."
Sixty homes were destroyed or 197s in the chemicals, with
United States for our 1970 Man of
Choice 180-240 lbs.
VEALERS:
, and has a number of
1971
a
were
involved
Cars
said, the United States will
2, and
/
2 to 451
1
damaged beyond repair in Butler %.fonsanto down /
-yeplace. He lures them there
t
the Year.
two door owned by keep a residual force in vealers 39.00-42.50, mixed Good
Chevrolet
.
2
/
291
at
Allied
off
Chemical
th bird boxes fixed just right. ROME—Edrnondo Zappaco- "Tonights recipient is of County. Another 30 homes had
and Choice 35.00-39.00, Choice
2 to Robert Maynard and driven by" Vietnam "no matter how long it
1
, r Ray and Ben left about a4 sta, lawyer for Raffaele Mini- Norwegian heritage and was minor damage. Further statistics Eastman Kodak added /
Ford takes." He repeated that the 240-350 lbs. calves 35.00-40.90,
1971
a
and
Maynard,
Danny
were
County
Butler
- could think of to talk with Jirff- chiello, on
scheduled born in Grafton, North Dakota on for
the
mixed Good and Choice 32.25In the oils, Jersey Standard four door driven by Mrs. other condition for a total U.S.
rn was how much we owe hirp released Saturday of his client January 26, 1909. Shortly after unavailable.
35.00.
Downing.
the
of
ability
the
is
withdrawal
. rf the glasses we red to get and after serving 18 months for the his birth his family moved to In Pulaski County, mainly in -ose L8 to 80%, but Phillips and
2 each Police said Mrs. Downing, South Vietnamese regime to FEEDER STEERS: Choice
1
e too. Seems as though our 20- world's longest plane hijacking: Saskatchewa, Canada. Of course, the Faubush area, nine houses atlantic Richfield fell /
going south on South 8th Street, defend itself.
73%,
k
and
32%
respectively.
damaged
or
Prbably
were
destroyed
300400 lbs. 36.00-39.00, 400-500 lbs.
vision has changed.
"He will settle down in Italy you now recognize the 1970 Man
to stop at the stop sign at
failed
Nixon also:
also
of
itandard
California
33.00-36.00, package of 774 lbs.
fDST caused it.
and seek some job that will of the Year as Alvin Handley beyond repair, two suffered
Poplar Street, causing the
—Said he intervened in the 29.50, mixed Good and Choice 300allow him to live a serene, Kopperud of 800 Main Street in minor damage,one mobile home ..ased 3s to 62%, while Getty Maynard, car, going west on
case of Lt. William -1.- Calley 400 lbs. 33.00-36.00, 400-500 lbs.
was destroyed, and 167 farm ;lipped La to 92. Occidental,
Murray.
quiet and anonymous life."
Poplar, to hit the Downing
there was "great 31.50-33.50, 500-600 lbs. 29.25-31.75,
"Al Kopperud entered High buildings were destroyed or iowever, added I'S to 20. car in the left sale. The Downing because
concern" across the country. 600-700 lbs. 27.50-30.00, Good 300Coutinu,d from Page II
Texaco was unchanged at 38%.
in Saskatchewan, but he damaged beyond repair.
School
right side,'He said his action announcing
of Michigan; several aunts,
2 to 37/
/
4 car came to rest on its
3
UAL Inc. dropped 11
400 lbs. 32.00-33.50, 400-500 lbs.
didn't enter as most students The statistics, compiled by
with damage being to both sides he would have the final review
les, and cousins in Murray
lost
'TWA
while
the
in
airlines,
Red
the
and
500-600 lbs. 27.00-29.50.
normally do. He entered after government officials
report said. Of the officer's conviction of 29.50-32.00,
Calloway County.
to 297•8, and Eastern k4 to and top, the police
HEIFERS: Choice
FEEDER
posting the highest achievement Cross, were not available in
The Maynard car was damaged murdering civilians at My Lai
Funeral services will be held
2 to 63.
1
2.. KLM added ,/
/
300-400 lbs. 30.75-33.25. high
'score ever posted in Canada. For surrounding areas, including 241
end.
front
the
on
had "cooled down" the public Choice individuals up to 34.50,
Saturday at eleven a.m. at the
this, he was -awarded the North Warren County,
Another accident was in- outcry.
Ashley Funeral Home, Hazel
400-500 lbs. 28.75-30.75, package of
Governor General's Comvestigated by the city police on
—Promised his administra- 730 lbs. 27.80, mixed Good and
Park, mich. Burial will be in the Federal State Market News mendation. But Al wasn't
a
between
p.m.
4:50
at
Thursday
tion would 'comply with the Choice 300-400 lbs. 28.50-30.75,
White Chapel Cemetery there. Service April 30, 1971
through. He won it again upon
1986 Chevrolet two door hardtop Supreme Court decision that
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog graduation from High School.
400-500 lbs. 26.50-28.75, 500-600 lbs.
driven by Lois Goodwin Jones of busing and other means would
10 Then he graduated from the
Market Report Includes
24.75-27.00, Good 300-400 lbs.
County Cona
and
Calloway
Murray,
Street,
The
Payne
1005
be used to eliminate segrega- 26.00-28.50, 400-500 lbs. 25.00-28.50,
Buying Stations
UnTversity of Saskatchewan. servation Club will hold a shoot
by
driven
door
four
Dart
Dodge
tionan Southern schools.
Receipts: Act. 981 Est. MOO From there he went to Nor500-600 lbs. 23.00-25.09,
May 2, at the Club. Ten new members were Verna Dick Horning of 1703
—Asked if he would think
Barrows And Gilts Mostly thwestern University where he on Sunday,
twelve
will start at
shoot
Murray.
Keenland,
The
Arab
inquiry
about naming a court of
initiated into the Murray State
Steady, Sows Steady?
received his BDS and DDS noon.
Police said the Horning car was to see who got the United
University chapter of Phi Delta
FO; C3RREC7
Degrees and then, he-erfrered the
to
Roach-deth Kit
released
be
space
will
parking
a
Birds
States into the Indochina War,
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. 15.50-16.00; US University of Virginia, where he
Kappa prefessional fraternity for backing out from
at the field.
car
club
the
Jones'
of
the
see
to
failed
members
and
cast
to
on
going
"not
meeting
a
was
said he
2-4 190-240 lbs. 15.25-15.50; US 2-4 received his Degree in Law.
men in education in
to briartheir
going south on Fifth Street. the blame for the war in
240.260-14.75-15.25; US 3-4260-280 "From 1931 to 1939 he practiced Members are asked
the campus Tuesday evening.
birds.,
their
receive
on
was
to
Chevrolet
the
to
Damage
cards
They are: Joe Fulks, Robert
Vietnam on either of my
lbs. 14.25-14.75.
OR NIGHT
Dentistry. From 1939 to 1947 he
All members and the public are Hendon, Dr. Franklin Robinson, the right side and to the Dodge on predecessors."
Both irnmediate and lasting
this
During
law.
practiced
to
use.
Easy
results
invited to attend.
—Said the possibility at this
Bob Babb and Thomas Vaughn of the left rear
Sows
give
to
Guaranteed
period, he was elected County
1
cOult•ESY
time of new operations in
professional exterminator
Murray; Joe Clark and Don
US 1-2 278-350 lbs. 12.50-13.25; US Attorney and served from 1942 to
used
as
when
results
Indochina comparable to the
Nikkolls of Paducah; Charles
1-3 300-550 lbs. 12.00-12.50; US 2-3 1946. But during this period, he
directed.
invasions of Cambodia and
Sterrett of Hickman; Bill Francis
450-650 lbs. 11.00-12.00.
served with the U.S. Arnly, Here
Murray Lumber Co.
AtLaos was "quite remote" and
of
and
Henderson;
William
104 Maple St.
Murray, Ky.
of
he served as Post Judge AdContinued from Pagel I
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Air
vocate of the Alaskan
run
Country Club on Satur- were Dr. Ralph H. Woods, Dr. been on the trains's
Command. In 1947 he returned to Co
Louis and Detroit
St.
between
The
p.m.
Harcourt,
6:30
at
Jules
1,
y
Dr.
Lloyd Jacks,
CENTRAL SHOPPING
the practice of Dentistry and day,
about the
er will be served at Dr. S. M: Matarazzo, and Dr. speak nostagically
there he remained until he catered
the
heard
They've
Ball:
Cannon
CENTER
will be Franklin Fitch.
retired in 1966. Upon retirement 7:30 p.m Sad dancing
which talks about "the
Dr. Donald B. Hunter, retiring song,
he promptly entered the Real from nine p.m`ao one a.m.
N Murray
641
Hwy.
and
engine"
Musks,for the claqce will be by chapter president, announced mighty rush of the
Estate Development field. He is
an
roar'
the
and
rumble
"the
group.
his
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A quality tour, 1st claitOccu9modations
been
that officers have
now President of Gateway Byron Gallimore arict
states emphatically that "she's
Development Corporation busily In Charge of the arrahgements nominated for the 1971-72 year
and in fellowship with a vorkerful group.
and handsome and she's
tall
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and
,Messrs
are
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engaged in developing cornquite well by all."
known
Don
Koenen,
B.
Howard
Noffsinger,
Hugh
Dr.
mercial and lake properties.
song actually came
The
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esident; Dr. Hugh Oakley, Dr.
by
"During his early life, he found Hunter, Jere Stripling,
before the train. It was written
Henry
Lowry,
C.
C.
Tucker,
James
Dr.
and
Ryan,
W1ii,m
time to marry a young lady from
Henry Frank, vice presidents: James by A. P. Carter, original head
Paducah, Miss Hattie Rudolph. Holton, Don Overbey,
the singing Carter family,
Gary. Hall,
and
Erwin,
Stark
Departure Date - July 13, 1971
tary. James Feltner, of
They have one son, William Fulton,
copyrighted in 1933. It
and
mes Whitledge,
treasurer;
Rudolph Kopperud. Who is with Marquart.
For further information contact Dr. Wayne A.
refers to a mythical hobo train
Green,
She
-•••
Dl'.
historian;
the Ford Motor Company.
"from out the wide Pacific to
Lamb, 110 OgPurn, Paris, Tenn. 38242
newsletter editor; and Drs.
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Harcourt and Matarazzo, faculty the
President of the American
real Cannon Ball goes acrosa
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Sponsors.
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Legion and VFW. He is a
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member of the National Library decided on shock tactics to get Guest weaker Gene Rich of acsioss corners of Ohio, Michi
Memphis, Tenn. 38117
camCenters,
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across
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Planned .11ducation
Trustees Association; Treasurer
disease, Athens, Ga., told the educators can and Missouri.
There is still room, but time is short
'Wipe out fungus, mildew and control insects on roses.
of the Murray-Calloway County paign against venereal
decide
ORTHO Rose and Hower- Spray - for small gardens
Early next week a poster will that performance contracting, The Wabash Railroad
Inquire immediately!
Library and a Director of the
ha
name
train's
factories, accountability and individualized the mythical
or spot treating. Also ORTHO Rose and Flower Dust
Murray Clamber of Commerce. appear in stores,
theaters, instruction are a few key words in become so famous that i
He is chairman of the Chamber's movie and stage
should be used by a real train
offices current educational circles.
DUST 1 69
SPRAY $ 1 69
Highway Committee. He is also clubs, discotheques and
to "Performance contracting and the present Wabash Cannon
about
couple
nude
showing
a
very active in the Presbyterian
make love—and the scarred, may not endure, but it will cer- Ball began rolling in 1950.
Church.
oozing
face of a baby about to tainly show the public and
inbeen
'has
"Al Kopperud
of
die
syphilis. .
educators that many things in
strumental in the building of the
The baby actually died of the education can be done better and
Murray-Calloway County
-Jordan, we can be more effective in our
Library. He has led the fight to disease, said Jay Searle
for the classrooms,",he said.
health
officer
education
complete the Clark's River
of Other officers 'retiring after
Borough
West
London
Watershed Program and has
of the serving the first two years of the
been in the forefront in the fight Hammersmith, sponsors
chapter's history are: Frank
to Four-lane Highway No. 641 poster and the program
Gallirnore, Paris, Tenn.; Roy
and Main Street. He has been one
Weatherly, Benton; Wayne
of the leaders in the building of 2:SA LASH
LOS ANGELES t UPI )-7.sa Williams, Arlie Scott, Dr. J.
the tourist industry on Kentucky
think the Noland Harvey and Dr. John
and Barkley Lakes. He worked Zsa Garbor doesn't
Drug Devine , all of Murray.
Thrifty
Los
Angeles-based
unceasingly on the financing of
* Needle
Store chain is very "dahlink."
the Land between the Lakes.
Miss Gabor Thursday filed a
200 Pieces
"Tonight's Man Of The Year
million suit against the chain
$3
has successfully developed and
selling her brand
carried out three careers, and his for allegedly
eyelashes without
efforts at bettering this com- of false
—and for $2.75 a
100 Pieces
munity has truly earned him the authorization
$15.
of
instead
pair
Mrs. Katie C. Outland is a
right to be called tbe" an of the
The eyelashes are marketed
WITH GIFTS SHE'LL LOVE
patient at the Baptist Memorial,
Year".
by McBride's Industries Inc.,
where
Tenn.,
Memphis,
Hospital,
Entire Stock
which produces a line of 125 she
underwent surgery on
Dr. Kopperud, will' you please
under the trademark
cosmetics
Tuesday, April 27.
come forward and accept this
"
a
Zs
a
7-s
"
tribute to you and your family,
She is in Room 659 Union East
"We don't sell to everyone,"
people."
grateful
a
om
for
those who would like to send '
Large Group
Miss Gabor said. "We never
In thanking the membership
her cards and letters.
to join that
Thrifty
appointed
for the award, Dr. Kopperud,
select group."
Whether it's a Handbag, Lingerie, or Sportswear,
stated that the honor must be
She said also that she didn't
shared by his entire board and
1 2
/
1 4 to /
know whether Thrifty's eyethe perfect gift for Mother's Day is at the
staff. He thanked each of them
lashes were genuine 7-sa 7sas
many
the
in
support
for their
but, "it was our box."
projects that he was concerned
Plans for softball activities for
Clemmie Jordan Shop.
with.
COAST BAN
men and women at the Murray
The program was dedicated to
SAURAMENTO, Calif. I UPI City Park this summer will be
the late Mr. Luther' Robertson,
California State Assem- made at a meeting to be held at
—The
who had served many years as a
bly has unanimously approved the City Hall on Tuesday, May 4.
Director and Officer of the
'a bill to ban enzyme detergents at seven p.m.
Chamber.
from the state beginning Jan. 1
city
Polston,
Barry
The measure, which went to recreational director, said all
•
PATIENT
HOSPITAL
the senate following Thursday's persons interested in sponsoring
vote, would or representing a team are urged
.440,1b0Plit
49-0 asksemby
Mrs. Jack I Ardath I Persall impose a fine of $1,000 for the to atteqd as well as men and,
underwent surgery at the manafacture, sale or possession women interested in 'playing on
Mayfteitt, tty
Murray Highway
Murray-Calloway County of such detergents for sale The softball teams. —
of,,
410
flown
in
is
She
HOSfittal.
Tfti
Fors further information conexchange, trade or barter.
•
the hospital. tact Polston at 753-7640
airmsammriaz=_

Quotes Kopperud...

Today's Stock
Market

News

randson...

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Conservation Club
Plans FOr Shoot

Ten Initiated
Into Phi Delta
Kappa Recently

1AL

Derby Day Event Is
Saturday At Club.

Wabash ...

TIME and
TEMPERATURE
DAY

753-6363

PEOPLES BANK

You Are Invited To Join A

MAJESTIC TOUR
•
of
HISTORIC_EUROPE
Personally Conducted

Keep your
ROSES
SPOTLESS.

Dr. and Mrs. Wayne A. Lamb

SERVICE.

One Week Only!
May 3 - May 10

14

32
50
37
54

2O%°

Reg. Price
Point

Mrs. Outland Has
Surgery At Memphis

* Crewel

* Hooked Rugs

We Have A Wide Assortment of Gifts
for That Very Special Lady In Your Life

* Knitting & Crocheting Yarn

Off

Reg. Price

LARGE GROUP YARN AND
NEEDLE WORK

THOMAS
YARN & GIFT

Softball Leagues
To Be Formed Here

Comic 31orban

Many stained bottles can
- be ckaned easily by filling
with vinegar and salt. letting
stand for several hours, then
shaking well and washing.
*
At the same time you give
yourself a manivire, why not
a pedicure Age rse a pumice
stone to smooth out callouses
and unlovely looking bumps.
* * *
To keep knives sharp, cut
food on a wooden cutting
board, not on a metalic or,
enameled surface. Avoid leaving knives in hot water. The
best place for storage is a
wooden wail rack. Knives stored in a drawer can be a safety
hazard arid such storage alto
dulls them.

•5-doors
• Full-width tailgate
•Fold-down back seat
•Six-foot load area
• Unibody construction
•96 HP overhead cam engine
• Up to 25 MPG economy
• All-synchro 4-on-the-floor
(optional 3-speed automatic transmission)
•Safety front disc brakes
•Single strut front suspension
• Windows-up fresh air system
•Whitewall.s.,
rTinted glass
•Heater/defroster
•All-vinyl upholstery
•Fully reclining front buckets
•Dozens more no-cost extras

DATSUN
PRODUCT OF NISSAN

Lassiter-McKinne
Datsun
Open Evenings Till 8:00
Phone 753-7114
S. 12th St.

HELP WANTED
GRADUATES;
COLLEGE
Nationwide organization has an
outstanding opportunity with
unlimited potential. Starting
income $600.00-$1,000.00 per
upon
depending
month,
qualifications. Send resume to
P.O. Box 981, Carbondale, Ill.,
62901. Equal Opportunity EmVIC
ployer.

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday, May 1st, 10:00 a.m., at
703 Main Street - Murray, Ky.
F't.gant Swannstadt,the home of the late Mr.& Mrs. Warren
-in is filled with finest in furniture, silver, glass, both cot
. pressed, china, rugs and lam. -Many other items too numerous to list.
Pre-sale showing, April 30 from 11:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.,
conducted by Murray Woman's Club. Admission 50c.
Entrance fee of 83.00 per person day of sale, refunded on
purchase in excess of entrance fee

MEN OR WOMEN full time or
part time..Do you need money?
Don't borrow it; Write the
Nutrilite Agency. Let me tell you
how to earn it. Vernon E. Davis,
P.O. Box 87, Paris, Tenn. 38242.
M2OP
Give phone number.

Sale Managed By

Crime Commission
Grants Announced

The Murray Jaycees

LADIES, THREE openings, full
or part time. Excellent earning
opportunities. For appointment
A30C
call 753-1711.
MARKk:1 KE.sEaktcH
Interviewers needed for
personal survey in Murray.
Write giving qualifications
and experience to P. 0. Box
32 Q,Murray,Ky.

In the Bel Air Shopping Center,
directly in front of Otasco

WOULD YOU like to manage the
finest fabric store in Murray, Ky.
Please apply in person Monday,
May 3rd between 9-5 at Fab—
N—Trim,314 Main, Murray,
M1C
Ky.

FRANKFORT, KY. -- —44500 to establish a bureau
Crime of identification for the Covington
Kentucky
Thirteen
Commission grants totaling Police Department, including a
CONTACT MAN Needed by
fiN'S & LPN'S; Positions
$100,010 have been announced by color photography laboratory.
National firm to introduce
24-hour
assure
to
—$2980
available on 3-11 and 11-7 shiftsGov. Louie B. Nunn.
needed business service Murray
vacancy in Emergency RoomPolice radio, records and radio dispatching service for
area. $1,000-$1,500 monthly
identification systems will Morgantown police and the potential. No investment. Age excellent fringe benefits. Contact
benefit from nine of the awards. Butler County Sheriff's Depart- immaterial. Full or part time. for interview, Mrs. M. Qark,
Two grants will be used to im- ment. The project involves Write President, Box 18431, Director of Nursing Service,
Hospital, Mayfield,
judicial cooperation with Russellville
state-wide
prove
M3P Community
Tampa,Fla
Kentucky. Phone 247-52)1. M6C
procedures. Two other grants police.
will help continue correctional --$1158 to furnish radio FEMALE: GENERAL 'office
equipment for 24-hour dispatprojects in Jefferson County.
work. Typing and knowledge of RELIABLE WOMAN to live in
ching of Dawson Springs police.
grants:
The
machines required. Reply home with woman and 12 year old
office
—816,000 in two grants to the The Hopkins County Sheriff's to P.O. Box 32 Y,. Murray, boy,do housework. Room, board,
tile
of
be
part
wall
Kentucky Judicial Conference for Department
M3C salary. Phone 753-9752 or see at
Kentucky.
program.
design of a uniform court
M1C
600 Broad.
reporting form and a system to ----$966 to provide radio
for
clearing
MEN
to
prevent
WANTED;
scramblers
computerize court data that are
unauthorized interception of timber and underbrush. Phone WAITRESS, APPLY
gathered.
MIC;Cafe. Phone 492-9785.
messages of Frankfort police.' 753-9807.
radio
police
—$14,705 to tie in
Marshall
equip
to
--$600
networks rn Bath, Montgomery
and Rowan counties and the County Sheriff's Department
cities of Morehead, Mount patrol and rescue boat with a
used on
Sterling, Owingsville, Salt Lick radio. 'The boat will be
Kentucky Lake.
and Sharpsburg.
The Jefferson .County gr4nts,
11,831 to consolidate police
are
communications and records of both for existing projects,
Henderson County and the cities $17,000 to the Disrnas House
program to bring former prison
of Henderson and Corydon.
inmates back into useful societ),
—$9722 to upgrade police and $11,918 for a MetroPnlitar,
Lexington. The Social Services Department
training in
program will include publication group home- for boys.
The Kentucky Crime Comof a comprehensive police
mission is a bipartisan body of 42
handbook.
com610300 MOMOD
---$8730 to provide con- appointed members. The
DOWN
unit
planning
a
as
OMO303 MMOOOM
serves
mission
solidated. 24-hour police radio
0010 MODMQ rLJ
Soothes
for and a funding agency for federal 1 falsifier
service
dispatching
Ma BOOMOMO 00
Unemployed"
implement 5 Edible
Time
Georgetown police and the Scott funds appropriated to
BOOM On MMOO
Rone by
( fish
Act,
Streets
Requites
Safe
1968
the
MOO DO DOMO
9 hind of
County Sheriff's Department.
Metal

All proceeds from this sale 0111 go to the
county projects of the Murray Jaycees.

PHONE •
753-8391 * 753-6702 * 753-7451
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- LEG CRAMPS? Try Supplic
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C. M. witlycalcium; only $1.98 at Da
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- &Stubblefield Drugs.
1T
M17C
mington, Kentucky.
FLEA MARKET day, changed
NOVELTIES SPECIALITIES first Monday of the mon
catalog. Has gift items for all starting May 341. Located acro
occasions. Also hundreds of from Hubert Cole's Antique Sho
novelties to suit your fancy. Send Highway, U.S. 641 South.
M
25c for 32 page well illustrated
catalog to B. & A. Enterprises,
Dept. MK-Mk P. 0. Box 278, FOR YOUR subscription for thg
M1C Paducah Sun Democrat, contact
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
M3010
Cortez Byers at 753-6354.
As of this date, April 29, I will
no longer be responsible for any
debts other than my own.
BOAT AND Mobile Home InSigned
surAnce Low rates, broad
James Dennis
coArage, excellent *claim service. Check with ,us before you
1214 iniv- • • ^ . •
GARAGE SALE at
a y Insurance
Keenland, Saturday, May 1, 1971
at 9:00 a.m. Alpha Omi Pi Alumni Estate Agency
M1C Murray, Ky. Ph. 753-5842 May3C
sponsors.

Puzzle

beadity0
10 More
domesticated
12 Cushion for
the head
13 Glossy
paint
15 NeraldK
device
16 Matured
18 Girl's name•

Workman
Wine cup
Behaves
Business
organizatiOnS
Musical
show
Ode
Young boys
Aeriform
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W:), REALLY' WHEN I. SEE
I wAt.4-rA
A IZEPCONT
-T-Ntac.*:m 00\1E OC y S140EG.
AND CL.066ER

Have you cleaned out the attic garage or
done your sprin'g cleaning? If so, don't throw
anything away, just give it to us!

A

U.S. Highway 641 South
Phone 753-5933
_I kat and light destroy
milk's Marten6. To preserve
them, keep any milk container
out of the refrigerator just long
enough to -pour the aurniunt
you will use.

When preparing briiccoli. cut
a thin -lice from the bottom
of the stalk, then cut lengthwise slits up the stem almost
to the flowerets. This allows
the vegetable to cook more
evenly. Unless it is done, the
flowerets tend to get cooked
tendei ahead of the stern.

ANTIQU
table, fiv
antique
8911.
PAIR 0
Houndsguarant
436-2336 a
MUST
bicycle
single pi
Univox a
26M.

A.?

A Voc,t

srop TAINKffint

-r,--1,N,t 1 A
ru-i •

-h • :

r\ AND DO A
)
)LIDDLE
-

( KILLINKU

GEOGRAPHY AWARD RECIPTENT--Keimeds N. Carson of
HONORED: Dr. Clifford Eubanks,
Murray receives congratulations from Dr. James P. Matthai, MSC FACULTY ADVISOR
of Management at Murray State
Department
of
the
''left,
chairman
chairman of the department of geography and political science at
University ,has been honored by the MSU Student Government in
Murray State University. for his selection as the outstanding
recognition of his service as a faculty advisor to the group during
member of Gamma Theta Upsilon honorary geography fraterthe 1970-71 school year. Shown making the presentation of a
nity. The award was made to Carson, don of Mr. and Mrs.
plaque Is Randy HuchInson, senior, Carlyle, T.11., immediate past
Daymond Carson. during the fiOnors Day program Sunday,
president of the student group. Dr. Eubanks, who earned his
April 25. Carson is an honor student and was named to "Who's
doctorate at the University of Arkansas before joining the
American
Colleges and Universities."
Who in
Murray State faculty In 1887.1s from Paragould, Ark.
(Photo ht Wilton Woolley
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a bed wit
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-SALF:
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR SALE
MONZA.
CORVAIR
1965
automatic, heater, radio, 2425.00.
Also 1969 Honda C. B. 160, $325.00.
Both in excellent condition.
M3NC
Phone 767-4427.

Y or
throw

HI NEIGHBOR! Tried Blue
Lustre for cleaning carpets? It's
super! Rent electric shampooer
MIC
21. Big K.

.es

ONCE IN a lifetime paint deal.
Thousands of gallons, top quality,
standard brands, as low a 22.47
per gallon. Country Boy Stores.
The Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117 &
164. Phone 885-5914. Open Sundays until 4:00 p.m. It pays to
M31C
take a look.

P.m.
a
o the
.es.

This Is It!

WEEK END SPECIAL
All Homes Marked Down
For This Sale
7
"
Homes from $2995.00 to"
Use rental plan and
make down payment like rent

Price Mobile Home Center

Malibu.
1968 CHEVELLE
Automatic, power steering, one
owner. Good condition. $1400.00.
Phone 753-1363 after 5:00 p.m.
TFNC
1965 THUNDERBIRD Convertible, all power and air.
Cheap. Must sell. Phone 753TFNC
6564.
2 Austin Healy
/
MUST SELL 671
Sprite. Needs tune up. Phone 753A30C
9554 after 4:00 p.m.

FOR RENT
NICE FURNISHED
Apartments for 3, 4, or 5
college girls.
SUMMER

AND FALL

SEMESTER.

LOVELY HOME on North 18th
Street. Brick veneer, three
bedrooms, two full baths, well
lighted large living and dining
area, patio and garage, convenient kitchen. Located near
University, quiet neighborhood.
M6C
Phone 753-6527.

Al furnished apartments
for college boys and
private rooms with kitchen
privileges.
PHONE 753-5865 days or
753-5108 after 5:00 p.m. or
on Sundays.

THREE BEDROOM brick,
corner lot, central heat and air,
1'7 baths, living room, family
room, carpeted, built-in oven and
range, dishwasher, disposal,
storm doors and winds, paved
drive. Exceptionally clean,
available July 1. 1727 Keenland.
A30C
753-3735 after 4 p,m

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE"

A LITTLE LAND OUT OF TOWN on black top. Miller Hicks
Road, near Locust Grove. All modern brick veneer home and
two acres, three bedrooms, two baths, fire-place. An outstanding buy at $23,250.00.
901 COLDWATER. A TWO FAMILY apartment building on a
business lot 90:180. Income of $160.00 per month. Bargain
priced at $12,250.00.
IN NORTH KIFUCSEY WE HAVE a beautiful large three
bedroom brick home with three baths. All built-ins, patio,
2 acre lot. Has a 28x28 ft. Shop
/
double carport and on 11
Building with two overhead doors. This is a fine home for
someone.

PONTIAC 1968 Catalina, power
steering and brakes, hydromatic
Hwy. 641 South
2 MILE East of Highway.68
1
163 ACRES ADJOINING TVA,/
transmission, very clean. Low
UPSTAIRS FURNISHED
of land for developing. A
good
piece
A
Road.
Boy
Scout
on
available.
Financing
Phone 753-3640
bedroom
mileage.
NICE BRICK three
all
air
conditioned,
apartment,
real
bargain.
A30C
Phone 753-4140.
city limits,
Next Door to Holiday Inn
utilities furnished. Phone 753- home, 21,2 miles from
Highway, all
M3C off New Concord
6278
1405 HENRY STREET. A NICE TWO bedroom brick home
large rooms, Living room, kit1966 CHEVY IMPALA Super
1968 MOBILE Home, air conwith family room, patio, garage, carpet. $14,200.00
This Ad Worth $100.00 On Dowii Payment
2acres, with low
1
Sport. 283 automatic. Excellent TWO BEDROOM duplex with chen, bath. On 2/
carpet
house
ditioned,
loan.
transferrable
753-7641
interest
Phone
2700.00.
condition.
stove,
airrefrigerator,
ttu-oughout, excellent condition.
A REAL GOOD TWO BEDROOM FRAME home at 1103
M1P conditioner, washer, dryer. Phone 753-3722.
after 4:00 p.rn.
M3C
M4C
Call after 5:00 753-4331.
Coldwater Road. Central gas heat, fire-place. A real buy at
$115.00 per month, $50.00 deposit.
MODERN TWO Bedroom trailer, 15 FT. FIBERGLAS, Swiss Six
$13,000.00.
FALCON two door, 6 1714 Wells Ext. Couple preferred, SKYLINE MOBILE Home 10' x
12 ft. wide. Avocado green ap- boat, 40 H.R. Evinrude motor, 1964
corner
Phone
shift.
large
on
standard
no pets. Phone 313-842-2162. A3OP 45', 2 bedrooms
pliances and bath facilities, with trailer and all accessories. cylinder,
ONE OF THE PRETTIEST THREE Bedroom and two bath
MIC
lot. Panorama Shores. Lot inM1P 753-1469.
completely furnished. Already Phone 753-6493.
homes in Murray. Ideally located for schools. Professionally
A3OP
753-2604.
Contact
cluded.
Now
sUMMER
SPECIAL
rates!
set up with under-pinning, T.V.
decorated and has extra fine carpet throughout. Lots of
and antenna, telephone jack, one EIGHT MONTH old Kerry Blue 1963 LEMANS, power steering, renting efficiency apartments, 78 ACRES ON Barkley Lake,
storagearage and landscaped lot. $19,500.00.
automatic. across street from campus.
owner, lived in 8 months. Well Terrier,female,for pet purposes, air-conditioned,
Park.
State
Lodge
after Private parking. Phone 753-4342 near Barkley
cared for. Quiet neighborhood. but from show stock. Will not $1,300.00. Phone 753-7940
HOME FOR A LARGE AtMILY IN Sherwood Forest. Has
TFC or 753-49'78 after 5:00 p.m. A30C Would sell in small tracts. Phone
M1P 6:00 p.m.
One mile from Murray on High- shed. Phone 753-8229.
basement with game room, three baths, double garage, fireMIC
Cadiz 522-8400.
way East 94. Extra nice. Phone
place. Large deck, central heat and air, all built-ins.
DUPLEX APARTMENT. Four TODAYS REAL Estate Special at
TFNC
SERVICES OFFERED
Portable now
753-8844 after 5:00 p.m.
Everything for enjoyable living. $38,000.00.
large rooms, washer arid dryer Roberts Realty.
8
size
coats,
sport
BOY'S
FOUR
converts to built-in
THREE GOOD' used riding through 14. Good condition, price FURNITURE REFINISHING. connections. $45.00 per month Just listed, a three bedroom
MODERATELY PRICED HOME AT 1702 Calloway. Nice
when needed.
mowers. 2,5 H.P., 1-4 H.P., 1-22 reasonable. Phone 753-2756. M1C All work guaranteed. Free unfurnished or $55.00 furnished. brick, located at 1664 Ryan Ave.
three bedroom brick with garage. In Robertson School
A30C
489-2595.
Phone
push mower real good. All
pickup and delivery. Free
Has 142 baths, carpet in living
district. Large transferrable loan. $21,000.00.
9 cycles plus powerful inch
priced cheap. Bilbrey's Car & SET OF swinging bar doors, estimate. Antique or natural CLEAN UP shop for rent Hazel room, hall and two; bedrooms.
A30C 32x48. Hoover upright vacuum finish. Jerry McCoy,753HomeSupply,753-5617.
6-level wash.
ON FARRIS AVE., NEAR THE UNIVERSITY,is a real nice
M11C Has nice living room with dining
May 5C Highway. Call 753-5311.
sweeper. Solid Maple coffee 3045.
area, carport. Nice shrubs and
two bedroombrick home with extra large family room. FireWhite $2495°, 196' HONDA 305, plus ac- table, solid Oak straight back
place, carport. 220,000.00.
NEWLY DECORATED three lawn, and priced at only
M1C
cessories. Phone 753-2997. A3OP chair. Phone 753-2620.
alterations
home
bedroom rock house. Utility $17,750.00. Possession with deed.
your
?OR ALL
Delivered
with
WE HAVE SEVERAL NICE FARMS in various locations.
repairs, remodeling, etc. new or room, garage and lots of closet iNew three bedroom brick
More
space. Gas or electric heat. two full baths. Polyeste-aarpet,
Color
REGISTERED BLACK female old. Free estimates. Call 7538 Track
LAKE PROPERTY IS BEING LIS'1ED daily. Call us about
May 6C Phone 753-8243 or 753-6069. MINC beautiful kitchen with dishChihuahua, three months old. 6123.
CAR TAPES $4 95
with
utility
large
range,
washer,
your needs. We may have just the place for you.
M3C
$50.00. Phone 436-5596.
LEACH'S MUSIC & TN,
2 BEDROOM Mobile Home, cabinets, patio, front porch,
Dixieland Shopping
510 Main
A REALLY NICE LOCATION CLOSE to town on Highway 94
UPRIGHT PIANO, 250.00. Phone FIJECHER'S TERMITE Control. 10x50, furnished, with washer and central heat end air, large den,
Center
In
collect
walking
drive.
paved
Call
garage,
inspection.
A three bedroom brick with large work shop in back.
East.
Free
M6C
$80
only
air conditioner, families
753-9439.
Phone 753-1966 tfc
Large lot.
Mayfield, Robert Fulcher, 247- a month includes water, sewage distance to Robertson, new high
school and university. $27,500.00,
6270 or Elbert Fulcher 247and garbage pickup. 753COMPLETE AUTO and truck CREOSOTED POLES, for pole
M 18C 3254.
will trade for cheaper home.
Due to the many recent sales, we need
4783
16' MARK TWAIN run-a-bout, 125 license directory for Calloway barn construction, utility poles
On South 8th Street, we have a
H.P. Mercruiser. Phone 753-4148 CtruntYN Available May 1st. and boat docks. Murray Lumber
Listings of most all types of property.
NICE MOBILE home, 10x52. three bedroom house with full
A30C Credit Bureau of Murray. Phone Co., Maple Street, Murray,
after 4:00p.m.
carpet in living room,
basement,
airthroughoutrj
BARBER
Carpeted
'S
HORNBUCKI.E
MIC Ky.
753-5572.
ITC
three room garage
Shop, open 3 00 p.m,- 10:00 p.m. conditioned. One mile from dining room,
a
POWER EDGER, gas fire place
Friday. Murray on Highway 121: Also apartment, renting for $50.00
through
Tuesday
a
be
they'll
rit,
rugs
TREAT
log, screen, andirons. Like new.6
LA1,410S LONGINE watch, SaI,urday. 11.00 8 7:00. Closea want to buy used 30 inch electric month. Lot 290 ft. deep. Has large
Blue
with
cleaned
x 9 wool rug. Magnivox hi-ti delight if
Kindness instant hairsetter, Monday. Boy's haircut, 75-. stove. Phone 753-47700r 753concrete block building which
Member of Multiple Listings
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer
record player. Phone 753tricycle. All in excellent Men's haircut, *1.00. Horn- 6044.
needs some repair. Priced at
snail
MIC
.
the
of
"Home
Auto,
Western
61.
TFC
8401.
M3C buckle's Barber Shop, 213 Spruce
$14,500.00.
condition. Phone 753-7409.
901 Sycamore St
Phone 753-7724
IC
Wishing Well."
TENC UNFURNISHED ONE bedroom We have 1000 acres of land about
Street. Phone 753-7742.
at
sale
for
,
11116
• miles east of Murray
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
,..EXCELLENT CONDITION;.
house, stove and refrigerator
Nire Phones: Guy Spann 753-2587;
in Kentucky. No increase in
Ken- $125.00 per acre. Has aplove seat, in brushed
from
Victorian
mile
One
furnished.
Dekolb
your
in
CLEANED
front.
road
CARPETS
of
miles
3
proximately
ptices. Country Boy Stores, the 114 Your
gogl yelvet. Victorian chair, in
Loiiise Baker 753-2409 Onyx Ray 753-8919
on Irvin Cobb Road.
New, safe, professional tucky Lake
Seed Corn
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles
MIC If you are interested in making
brushed\green velvet. Maple top home.
753-9247.
Phone
Lorox
Free
rates.
yourself a cattle ranch, you
• Atrizen •
from Hopkinsville, Junction Ky.
table, in methods. Low
Prentice Dunn 753-5725 Jack Persall 753-8961
Victorian-, end
NOTICE
Carpet
• LUSO
should let us show you this
117& 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
18th Century estimates. Mayfield
Mahogany.
Call collect 247property.
• Hood Soybeans
M31C
p.m.
drop leaf diitroom table with Cleaners.
M29P
In Canterbury Estates, we have a
• Dare Soybeans
six chairs in mahogany. Phone 2456.
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
new three bedroom brick with
1969 KAWASAKI 350 Avenger
• Wayne Soybeans
M3C
753-8896.
\,
heat
central
carpet,
two
baths,
with two helmets. Excellent Farmers Grain &
Let
owners:
ATTENTION HOME
and air, large family room,
condition. $350.00. Can be seen at
us completely cover your home
Co.
Seed
5
Furniftsee;
WICKER
ANTIQUE
M3P
beautiful cabinets, garage, large
tight
6024,2 West Main.
weather
Thilmetas
with
Reynolds
Quality Field Seed & piece, good condition. 1-3 set
utility. Owner will trade for lot or
Your Rome
Also we do
Are Poison
sat
siding.
aluminum
1=
Service Railroad Ave. couch, 1-lounge, 2-rockers,
See us for your Soybean cheaper home,or can be financed
and overhangs on brick
ffitt
isi
NA*
straight chair. For information
with 10 per cent down, 742 per
windows & doors, shutters Seed, Inoculation and
I
ION
M6C Stbgm
753-1655.
cent interest.
and 'carports. Free estimates.
GERMAN SHEPHERD pups, six call:
You will always find a good
Call Garland's Aluminum Ser- Moly Mix and Solo for
weeks old. Phone 753-3619 after
ripri
ROACHOS
selection of real estate of all
M1P TWO END tables and coffee vice, Route I, Kirksey, 489-2427 or
5:00 pin.
control of weeds. We
Caeey Germs
Realty,
Roberts
at
v Tape Recorders
descriptions
M14C
328-8398:
Sedalia
by
made
finish,
table, walnut
505 Main, or call Hoyt or Ray
have Certified Hood
GET RIO coo
ditioner, Bassett. Matched set of Brass
AIR-con
BTU
23,500
lit
Roberts at 753-1651.
Systems
Stereo
v
lamp
pole
One
lamps.
Slate
and
done"
NEED SEWING or baking
PESTS
also
Dare,
Non
refrigerator and gas dryer. In
-Certified
with blue glass globes. Queen size Call Sheila Travis at 753-5829
CHUCK.S.ML'SIC
good condition. Phone 753Bluff
Pine
in
405
and
402
LOTS
satin,
after 5:00 p.m. Weddings a Hood and Dare,_
M1C bedspread of antique slub
7972.
CENTER
Shores, overlooking the water.
color is American Beauty. specialty
A3OP
1411 Main St., Murray,Ky.
Priced to sell. Phone 436Regular size bedspread, canopy,
We Pay Highest Cash
Phone 753-3682
M1C
5862.
three
curtains,
1965 FORD in good condition if five pairs
baby
work„or
house
DO
WILL
Prices for Wheat, Corn
M1P valances, two pillow shams,
interested call 753-2462.
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
SEVEN BEDROOM brick:'three
daytime. Phone 436white . with pink embroidery, sitting in
and
DURA-CRAFT runabout boat,
A30('
Soybean.
baths, living room, kitchen,
5615.
the year round . . . Winter and Summer
a
Ninon.
Polyester
Dacron
is
fabric
with trailer and Mercury 40 h.p.
family roo,m, recreation room,
tank
curtains,
carpet,
Bathroom
belts.
life
skis,
sets
two
motor,
RIVERSIDE HST
CALL US FOR DAILY fenced court yard. 3600 square
and lid cover, all in pink. All in EXPERIENCED LAWN and
A3OP
Phone 753-4767.
feet. 500 feet from campus. Will
good. condition. Also three piece garden care, by the hour or
QUOTATIONS!
consider other property in trade
exterior
piece
seven
and
couch
sectional
contract. interior and
A30(•
ANTIQUE, LARGE drop-leaf
.
Phone 753-6613.
753
8220
PHONE
and
dinette set, wrought iron with painting. Phone 767-2342 after
table, five matching chairs;
Blue-green
A3OP
top.
table
Walnut
767-2343.
or
9:30p.m.
LOST & FOUND
antique wash stand. Phone 753Fair and Efficient
floral vinyl chair covers. Phone
A30C
8911.
M3C
753-8151.
LOST: 3'2 MONTH old German
S. 13th Street
Service To All
MOBILE HOME Transporters
'Murray, Ky.
Shepherd, predominantly black
20'years
ed
Local and Nationwide. Insured.
753-3914 Day
PAIR OF outstanding Beagle
PHhomonee
and
legs,
chest,
with brown on
for
trade
bonded'safe, reliable. Transit
Hounds-Would
2ND TIRE WHEN YOU 50 h.p. JOHNSON outboard
Owned and
feet. Strayed from vicinity of 4th
Phone 436guaranteed Tree Hound Phone
motor, electric start, excellent Homes. New Concord.
year
3
a
is
This
Sycamore.
and
A3OP
M1C
TIRE
Licensed by State of Kentucky
BUY 1ST
436-2336 after 5:30 p.m.
M3C 2197 or 436-5515.
condition Phone 753-6278.
old child's pet. Any one having
Member Chamber of Commerce
at single tire price!
information, phone 753-6496. A30C A91•991911191.0911W
A
MUST SELL Murray 5-speed
air-conditioning
BUY
AUTOMOTIVE
TO
WANTED
bicycle with parking brake, also
each.
$40
Rebuilt,
coilipressors.
Tread wear expectancy
single pick-up Gibson guitar and
WANT TO BUY; logs and GM,Ford,Chrysler,R . C. Evans,
Old Concord Rd
months.
Univox amplifier. Call 75330
May II'
standing timber. Also have for Route 3, Murray.'
2615.
sale lumber and sawdust.
Montgomery-Ward Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
STUDIO COUCH that makes into
NOTICE
TFC
Ipone 753-4147.
OF CALI_OWAY COUNTY FOR
THE TAX
a bed with chair to match, two
510 Main
beds with mattresses and
Phone 753-1966 tfc WANT TO BUY; rugs, all kinds.
1911 WILL BE PEN FOR INSPECTION
springs, dresser, two end tables,
very
and
large
Prefer
coffee table, and table with six
Phone 753-9981. M1P
chairs. All for $150.00. Phone 436- SELLING OUT Evergreens, reasonable.
BEGINNNG MONDAY, MAY THRU MAY 7,
M1F
2461.
Arbor-Vitae, Globe and Pyramid
used
Blue Hetzi Juniper. Jan Yew WANT TO BUY; good
ACCORDING TO PROVISIONS OF KRS 133.45,
Doran Road at Holiday Drive
40 PIGS From '2 to 6 weeks old). Spreader and few Box-Wood. apartment six- refrigerator and
753Phone
range.
electric
inch
20
also 5 sows. Phone 753-6585. M3C Phone 753-8591.
M3P
at 730 p.m.
May 3rd though 9th
5865 or 753-5108 after 5:00 p.m.
CHARLES.E. Hale
good
those
M3C
THE PLACE to buy
amState
Property Valuation Adm.
Norge and Gibson appliances, no FENDER „SOLID
big sale. just low prices every plifier, three 10 inch.F.A. La
swing set in good
BUY
TO
ANT
Refrigeration speakers with eontro\ 9binet.
11av. Rowland
Calloway County coiidikion for use by small child.
Sale! and Service. 110 South 12th 000.00. Phone 753-2863 after 5:00 Phone 753-4742 after 4 p.m. A30C
M1C
May6C p.m.
Street

Murray, Ky.
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SPECIAL

3-7451

DISHWASHER

Try Suppli
$1.98 at Da
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y, changed
the mon
ted acro
Antique Sho
M
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iption for th0
ocrat, contact
M3.
.

Montgomery-Ward

le Home Inates, broad
t 'claim sers before you
nce & Real

Guy Spann Realty

2 May3C
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S
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SOYBEAN
GROWS

SONY/SUPER-7
SCOPE '

and

Protect Your Home!

broccoli. cut
the bottom
cut lengthAtem almost
This allows
cook more
's clone. the
get cooked
-t

day

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
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TIRES
2 4OFF
1
/

100

Kelley's Termite
Pest Contrgl

MURRAY
WAREHOUSING
CORP, Inc.

NOTICE

ROLL

GOSPEL MEETING

Eubanks,
rray State
eminent in
oup during
tation of a
ediate past
earned his
oning Ike
a Woolley

West Murray Church of Direst
Nightly

Hear the truth Proclaimed by %
Bob Crawley of Lexington, mt.-Everyone is invited to attend

3
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Conference To Discuss The Abuses Of Welfare

TV Emmy Awards
pp*
Defy Predictions

of located, there appears to be a
the formation
How widespread are abuses of York from reports received by nessed
who
d
welfare
groups
more "grass roots" confrontation
orgniaze
welfare, and what are the Federation researchers, there is
that
the
with welfare
taking
position
are
solutions?
hardly a community in the nation welfare is a right.
-IF IIsmall
the
the
of
leaders
over
The
that lacks complaints
bigger. In the nation's smaller comwelfare
ofthe
y in
business community from all Ho
isdol g
prewseevnetr hita n
munities, where many of the
India is nine times the size
over the nation will hear a
Independent business people of Japan.
the
at
subject
this
of
n
discussio
*hat
Girl)
are
Thomas
Mario
has been wit- attending the conference are
By VERNON SCOTT
s conference, Rates that there
rs, but their show is small busines
UPI Hrood Correspondent contende
Speaks
s
Busines
dent
"Indepen
OOD UPI —Unlike cancelled. The same is true of
HOLL
Hilton in
Cristal who co-stars in Our at the Statlerthe mo s' Oscars, television's Linda
D. C. May 17
ton,
Washing
ral"
High
Chappar
which
Emmys defy analysis and "The
through 19.
also has gone.
prediction.
Leading the discussion and the
the
r
ies
Howeve
categor
Precisely 208 nominations
formulation of resolutions on the
of
hearts
the
to
viewers
closest
were announced by the National
ia's
still with us: The best subject will be Californ
Academy of Television Arts and are
Ed
Governor
Lieutenant
the
of
series
year
and
comedy
bon
Sciences recently by blue-rib
Reinecke who is deeply involved
series.
c
dramati
best
the
panels. The winners will be
in the battle between Governor
Viewing Habits
rewarded May 9 during a 90- C
By Abigail Van Buren
Ronald Reagan and a hostile
minute video special.
re to achieve reforms in
legislatu
nt
the
represe
weekly
They
like
letters
of
While the television presentsDEAR ABBY: I suppose you've had dozens
programs.
welfare
set
of
habits
the
owners.
viewing
years came to me Lion show is less formal than its
this, but here goes. My wife of over 15
By and large they reflect the The National Federation of
with
love
in
been
welter
"I've
the
movie counterpart,
about two months 'ago and said,
tastes and preferences of Independent Business, which is
with him as 'much
of nominees and categories is American families as vouch- sponsoring the first mass
another man for a year and I want to be
abominable. •
as I can, so I'm leaving you."
meeting of small and insafed by the ratings.
young child. He
For example, there is not a
It turns out the guy is married with a
best comedy dependent business people in
for
ed
Nominat
from
can be away
,single winner for best actor of series:
doesn't want to leave his family, but he
Washington in 33 years, before
week, so my wife I the year. There are three.
them legitimately three or four nights a
the Family," "Arnie," adopting an agenda secured
in
"All
Varfeiy of Nominations
moved into a "love nest."
"Love, American Style," "The through a representative cross
My wife
son.
teen-age
academy has nominated
my
The
with
it
hatching
now
I am
Mary Tyler Moore Show" and section survey, the issues in
Sunday. She
actors for outstanding single
comes home every Saturday and goes back on
which independent businessmen
Odd Couple."
"The
spec to
performance in a series .or
sirs she's not sure what she wants, and it's still too
ed for best dramatic are currently most interested.
Nominat
ed
she
sure
special; outstanding continu
know. She claims she still cares for me, and isn't
The results showed that while
series:
with this
performances by an actor in a
wants a divorce, but she is happiest when she is
ls," "Ii'- the major concern is small
First
Churchil
"The
chosen as the outit, but it's
AWARDS—Danny Pittman of New Concord (left),
leading role in a dramatic
other guy. I have tried to be open-minded about
onside," "NET Playhouse," business tax reform, with in- INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
congratulations of
the
receives
ty,
Universi
d
State
continue
at Murray
zero. Any
series; outstanding
second, tied with labor law standing senior in Industrial technology
tearing me up inside and my ego is down to
and
flation
M.D."
Welby,
s
"Marcu
them is Danny
with
Shown
n.
educatio
the department of Industrial
performance by an actor in a
NUMBER TWO
advice?
reform for third place was George T. Lilly, vice chairman of
"The Senator."
ing senior in industrial
outstand
the
Marion,
of
Eddie,
brother,
his
leading role in a comedy series.
for
Butler, who Is standing In
, is an
Hollywood shies away from welfare reform.
so "open-minded" that
service. Pittman, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Pittman
DEAR NUMBER TWO:
A nominee for best single
pos- While the welfare problem has teacher education, who is away in the
winners,
Emmy
ng
predicti
a
Daw"
Marjorie
Saw.
"See
your brains fall out. Give
performance is George C. Scott.
e so become most acute in the bigger honor student.
sibly because there
(Mete by Wilson Woolley
deadline to decide which man she wants. Tell her you don't
An, there is a familiar name.
states such as California and New
of
them."
many
be
will
there
not
or
whether
And
his
for
wife.
e
ed
part-tim
nominat
a
want
Scott was
may
divorce shall not be decided by her alone because you
role in a segment of "The
marry
and
want to be feet to fall in love with someone else
Hallmark Hall of Fame."
Oscar
far themtt's
again. And be tough Nice guys finish last.
Thus
movie acadereposes with
DEAR ABBY I am 11 years old and already have , my, unclaimed and presumably
problem for Dear Abby. My mother has always told rile that' unloved. The actor wants no
part of it.
I should finish up the food on my plate. So I have been
Scott isn't the only one
'finishing up my plate.
nfronted by embarrassing
Then, I read in a book on manners that a person shade
situations.
always leave a little something on his plate So what shOdd
MIXED LT/
As happens frequently with
do?
the television academy, some
May 2 & May 3
home,
at
DEAR MIXED UP: when you're eating
nominees find themselves no
or
guest
a
are
you
When
plate.
on
your
what's
p"
"finish-u
longer on the air.
dining out. leave a little something.
This year Ted Bessell and

Is

• Part time wife
-not worth effort

DEAR ABBY: My parents are very well off. Six years
ago I married a "poor" boy [Poor by my mother's
standards.] We love each other. lie doesn't drink or run
around, and he's a wonderful father to our two sons. Be
works bard and steady, and I have everything I need, plus
we save a little for our future. I am very happy. So what's
my problem? My mother. She thinks I cold have done better
and she never lets me forget it.
Everytime I go to her house. I cry all the way home. To
her, money and material things are essential to a happy
marriage and she insists I can't be really "happy" because I
don't have as much as some of the girls I grew up with
I trY so hard to love my mother, regardless, but
sotnetimes it's difficult. Please tell me what to do?
POOR LITTLE RICH GIRL
DEAR GIRL: Tell your mother that as far as you are
concerned, yea couldn't have done better. And it she doesn't
quit saying on that one string. she's going to see less at you.
DEAR ABBY. We just buried our beautiful 17-year-old
daughter. She died from an overdose of drugs.
Now I realize it was partly her father's and my fault.
Drug information classes were held at our church, but we
never got around to going. Our PTA aLso had drug clinics
where reading material was distributed, advising parents OD
how to help their children handle the problem. We didn't go
there either. We didn't think it was "our" problem. In fact,
we didn't even know our daughter was on anything until it
was too late.
I am filled with rernorse and shame. Nothing will boing
our daughter back, but perhaps if you print this, it will save
TOO LATE
someone else's child

The Almanac
By United Press Intenlational
Today is Friday, April 30, the
120th day of 1971.
The moon is between its new
ofiase and first quarter.
are
morning' stars
The
Mercury. Venus, Mars and
Jupiter.
The evening star is Saturn.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Taurus..
Queen Juliana of the Netherlands was born April 30, 1909.
On this day in history:
In 1803 the United States
more than doubled its land area
with the Louisiana Purchase,
obtaining all French territory
west of the Mississippi River
for $15 million.
In 1945 the body of Adolf
Hitler was found in a bunker
under the ruins of Berlin. The
Nazi dictator apparently killed
himself. Also in 1945 Russian
soldiers captured the Reichstag
in Berlin, raising the Communist flag over the Nazi capital.
In 1963 New Hampshire
became the first state tc
legalize a state-run lottery
since 1894 when a similar one
was ended in Louisiana.

What's your problem' You'll feel better if you get it off
c•i.
year chest. Write to %Mil'. Box 697011, Los Angeles.
WM For a personal repty enclose stamped. addressed
envelope.

•

-

For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
MOM.
send Si to Nbbx, Box 69700, Los Angeles.

Ladies Polyester
SHORTS

66
Compare at 3.99
into the summer fashion parade
with this tremendous value in a 100%
polyester knit with a diagonal stitch.
Made to fit right. Choose from a bright
array of summer colors. Sizes 8 to 18.,
•.1k.>

Step
Conware et095

• Hangs on wall
•Stand-up base
• Fully guaranteed

• 3 speeds
Modal M-23.
• Light weight
• Beater release button

lit

DELUXE 10 CUP

Coffee Maker \

8 lAesf.,. .alutrofaftic,
.

Ladies 100% Nylon

maker.stain-

TANK TOP SHELLS

Cbnvenient '. nava
with
control—Signal light inch. cates coffee is ready and
heat retainer keeps. at
just right" temperature.

Here's a real value in 100°c nylon
tricot easy care tops in solids and Compare
fashion smart stripes. Scoop V-Neck
- Collars in the newest fashion cofOrs. a(2,49 -'ffs'\.k
S-M-L.

Compare at 12.99

UTILITY TABLE

BASKETS

WITH ELECTRIC OUTLET
A thought for today: American author Edward Newton
said, "From contemplation one
may become wise,A but knowledge comes from study."

LUGGAGE SET
3 PC.

88

66

tneir Tulsa farm team and
pitcher Don Shaw has been
recalled from the same club,
er
)—Pitch
(UPI
LOUIS
ST.
general manager Bing Devine
optioned
Fred Norman has been
announced Wednesday
hi/ the St. Louis Cardinals to

CARDS PERSONNEL SWAP

This Sturdy. .whi fe
enameled- table adds
versatility to, your
kitchen or patio

83

Compare
at 3.99

-teflon

Finding the right size
could be a problem...unless
you shop at

POtge-& PANS

Compare
at29.88

Compare at 3.49

Decorative' smart woven baskets f4m Italy enhance the
decor of any room. Select
from five different styles.

King Size
TRAY TABLE

Teens & Womens
PATIO SANDAL

Heavy weight vinyl to resist
scuffs and scrapes. Strong,
flexible frames to absorb
Knocks arid resist hard use.

• Open toe and slingback with
perky cutout trim.
• New cork innersole: chunky
slashed heel.
• Sizes to 10 in black & white

Lady Techmatic
RAZOR

ALK A SELTZER
25's

THE FASHION SHACK
WE HAVE

DRESSES

- Sizes 3 to 14
- Sizes 3 to 20
- Sizes 3 to 18

PANT SUITS
SPORTSWEAR - Sizes 44 to 46

Compare at 1.49

- Sizes 32 to 38

THE FASHION SHACK
1301 Main Murray. Ky.
(Next to the Dairy Queen)

Choose from a

IT'S NONE OTHER than
Twiggy, the once-scrawny.
Loyisholooking En glish
model. According to a stort,
in Look Magazine. Twiggy.
How 21. has grown up —
.---000t000tO21.._
still weighs only 92 ootinds'.
•

tremendous
asst. of 7 5/8" fry pan e 10"
fry pan, 1 & 2 qt. saoce pans•

9:004:00 Mon.-Sat.
12:30-600 Sunday'

73c
Compare at 1.00

Just in time for summer.
_Brightly colored model tray
sturdy legs,
tables
with

8
Suggested List 2.29
By popular demand Gillette
introduces Lady Techmatic.
The mark of a good razor is
no mark at all,

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Acres of Free Perking

Suggested List 75c

Ph. 753-8777

FOR1

00

